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ADMINISTRATION 
 
[CASEID]  Case ID 
 
[SERNO]  Serial Number 
 
[HHNO]  Household Number 
 
[INTNUM]  Interviewer Number 
 
[DC]   District Council 
 
[WARD]  Ward 
 
[RV]   Rateable Value 
 
[PDESC]  Property Description 
 
[NHHLD]  Number of Households at this Address 
 
[HSTATUS] Current Interview Status. Update this before transmission to head office. Once set to 3, it 

can only be changed to 4. 
 
0. No work done yet                    │ 3. Interview started/Any 
1. Calls made but no contact          │    interviewing done 
2. Contact made, no work done yet     │ 4. Other - no interviewing required 
   on questionnaire                   │    (e.g. ineligible, refusal, reallocation)  
 
[NUMCALLS]  Total Number of Calls made at the address 
 
[RespHH]  Can you interview at this household?  
If you need to reallocate an address once fieldwork has started all you need to do is select reallocate at this 
question, answer the next questions regarding why you are reallocating and save the form. 
You must also phone your area manager asap and let them know the serial number and the reason you are 
reallocating. 
 
1.  Yes 
2.  No 
3.  Reallocate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION 
 
[HINTRO] I am first going to ask a few questions about the people who live here and some details about your 
accommodation. I will be filling out a household grid with details of the people who live at this accommodation, 
their age, their relationships to one another and so on. 
 
[NUMPERS] I would like to begin by asking you how many people live in your household, that is whose main 
residence this is and who share cooking facilities, and share either a living room, sitting room or dining area with 
you? 
 
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD HERE 
I also need to know in whose name this accommodation is owned or rented 
and we will begin with them. 
INTERVIEWER: IF THERE IS MORE THAN 1 PERSON CONTINUE READING 
Well, as there is more than one person we will begin whoever who has the 
highest income. 
INTERVIEWER: IF INCOMES ARE THE SAME CONTINUE READING 
In that case I need to know who is the eldest person whose name this accommodation is in. 
 
 
 
[PERN]  Person numbers - computed 
 
[NAME]  PERSON 1: PLEASE ENTER FIRST NAME OF THIS PERSON. 
 
IF TWO PEOPLE HAVE THE SAME NAME: ADD, FOR EXAMPLE, JNR OR SNR AFTER THE FIRST 
NAME, SO THAT YOU CAN DISTINGUISH THEM LATER 
 
[RELHRP]  ASK OR RECORD 
I would now like to ask how all the people in your household are related to each other.   
Code relationship of XXX to HRP.   
Treat relatives of Civil Partners as though the Civil Partners were married. Also, treat cohabiting members of the 
household as though the cohabiting couple were married, unless the couple are a same sex couple but not in a Civil 
Partnership. 
 
1.  Household Reference Person        |  6.  Nephew/niece of HRP/wife 
2.  Spouse of HRP                      |  7.  Grandchild of HRP/wife 
3.  Child of HRP/wife                  |  8.  Other relation of HRP/wife 
4.  Parent/grandparent of HRP/wife    |  9.  Cohabitee 
5.  Brother/sister of HRP/wife        | 10. Civil Partner 
                                       | 11. Other 
 
[SEX] Enter sex of person 
 
1.  Male   
2.  Female 
 
[AGE]  What was your age last birthday? 
CHECK WITH RESPONDENT AND ENTER AGREED AGE.  IF AGE NOT KNOWN RECORD ESTIMATE 
OF AGE.  Enter a numeric value between 0 and 120 
 
[MARSTT]  Are you/is XXXX . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT - CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES 
 



1.  Single, that is never married,       -> [LIVTOG] 
2.  Married and living with husband\wife,     -> [MARCHK] 
3.  A civil partner in a legally-recognised Civil Partnership   -> [MARCHK] 
4.  Married and separated from husband\wife,     -> [LIVTOG] 
5.  Divorced,         -> [LIVTOG] 
6.  Widowed,         -> [LIVTOG] 
7.  Spontaneous only - In a legally-recognised Civil Partnership, separated from civil partner -> [LIVTOG] 
8.  Spontaneous only - Formerly a civil partner, the Civil Partnership now legally dissolved   -> [LIVTOG] 
9.  Spontaneous only - A surviving civil partner: his/her partner having since died        -> [LIVTOG] 
 
[MARCHK]  Is XXX's husband/wife/civil partner a member of the household? 
 
1.  Yes  
2.  No    
 
[LIVTOG]  May I just check, are you currently living with someone in this household as a couple? 
 
1.  Yes 
2.  No 
3.  Same sex couple     
 
[BIRTH]   What is XXXX's country of birth? 
 
1. Northern Ireland  
2. Republic of Ireland 
3. England 
4. Scotland 
5. Wales 
6. Outside the UK  -> [BIRTHo] 
 
[BIRTHo]  Please specify the country. 
 
[ETHNIC]  SHOWCARD (ETHNIC GROUP) 
What is XXXXX's ethnic group? 
 
1.  White  
2.  Irish Traveller 
3.  White and Black Caribbean 
4.  White and Black African 
5.  White and Asian 
6.  Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background  -> [ETH2] 
7.  Indian 
8.  Pakistani 
9.  Bangladeshi 
10. Chinese 
11. Any other Asian background    -> [ETH3] 
12. African 
13. Caribbean 
14. Any other Black/African/Caribbean background -> [ETH4] 
15. Arab 
16. Any other ethnic group    -> [ETH5] 
 
[ETH2]  Please specify your mixed/multiple ethnic background.  
 
[ETH3]  Please specify your other Asian background.  
 



[ETH4]  Please specify your other Black/African/Caribbean background. 
 
[ETH5]  Please specify your other ethnic group. 
 
[NUMADULT]  NUMBER OF ADULTS – CALCULATED 
 
[NUMCHILD]  NUMBER OF CHILDREN – CALCULATED 
 
[R(1)-R(16)] I would now like to ask how the other people in your household are related to each other Code 
relationship of B to A 
 
 1. spouse                            | 11. parent-in-law 
 2. cohabiting partner                | 12. brother or sister (incl. 
 3. son/daughter (incl. adopted)     |     adopted) 
 4. step-son/daughter                 | 13. step-brother/sister 
 5. foster child                      | 14. foster brother/sister 
 6. son-in-law/daughter-in-law       | 15. brother/sister-in-law 
 7. parent                            | 16. grand-child 
 8. step-parent                       | 17. grand-parent 
 9. guardian                          | 18. other relation 
10. foster parent                     | 19. other non-relative 
                                       | 20. civil partner 
 
[FAMU]  FAMILY UNIT – CALCULATED 
 
[FOSTER]  IS THE CHILD A FOSTER CHILD?  – CALCULATED 
 
[POSU]  POSITION IN FAMILY UNIT – CALCULATED 
 
[SHOWFAM] THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED TO FAMILY UNITS AS 
FOLLOWS: 
FU No.    Members 
* 1:      A B C D  etc…Total number of Family Units = 1 :(CHECK THIS IS CORRECT!!)  (Continue) 
 
[WHOGRID] PLEASE ENTER THE PERSON NUMBER OF THE ADULT WHO IS ANSWERING THE 
HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

ACCOMODATION DETAILS AND TENURE 
 
[ACCOMMOD]  TYPE OF BUILDING AT/IN WHICH ADDRESS IS LOCATED 
 
 1.  Whole house detached              |  6.  Part of house/converted flat or 
 2.  Whole bungalow detached           |      maisonette in house 
 3.  Whole house/bungalow -            |  7.  Rooms in flat/maisonette or 
      semi-detached                      |      house 
 4.  Terraced house or terraced        |  8.  Dwelling with business premises 
      bungalow                           |  9.  Rural cottage 
 5.  Purpose-built flat or maisonette  | 10. Other (specify)?  -> [ACCOMOTH] 
 
[ACCOMOTH]  Please specify 
 
[LONG]  How long have you lived at this address?   
   
1.  Less than 12 months    -> [LONG1]   
2.  12 months but less than 2 years  
3.  2 years but less than 3 years   
4.  3 years but less than 5 years 
5.  5 years but less than 10 years 
6.  10 years OR MORE   -> [LONG10] 
 
[LONG10]  Can I check how long have you lived here?   
   
1.  10 years but less than 20   
2.  20 years but less than 30   
3.  30 years but less than 40 
4.  40 years or longer 
 
[LONG1]  How many months have you lived here?   
   
[INTRM]  I would like to ask you about all the rooms you have in your household's accommodation.  
 
[ROOMS]  COMPUTED FROM BEDROOM + KITCHEN + LIVING + UTILITY 
 
[BEDROOM]  How many bedrooms do you have in this accommodation?  
 
[KITCHEN]  How many kitchens do you have in this accommodation?  
 
[LIVING]  How many living rooms do you have?  
 
[UTILITY]  How many utility rooms and other rooms do you have?  
 
[HOUSTEN]  SHOWCARD (TENURE) 
In which of these ways do you occupy this accommodation? 
1.  Own it outright            
2.  Buying it with the help of a mortgage or loan                                 
3.  Pay part rent and part mortgage  (co-ownership)             
4.  Rented from H. Executive                                                 
5.  Rented from a housing association 
6.  Rented privately 
7.  Live here rent free   
8.  Squatting 



 
 

HEATING 
        
 
[HEAT]   Due to the environmental impacts which can result from using different types of fuels, there is 
considerable interest in what fuels people in Northern Ireland use to heat their homes. I would like to ask you some 
questions about your heating and use of fuel. 
 
Even if you don't actually use it, what is the primary method of heating in your home?  
 
1.  Gas central heating           -> [HEAT1]                                        
2.  Oil central heating    -> [HEAT1] 
3.  Open fire         -> [FUEL1] 
4.  Open fire with back boiler          -> [FUEL1] 
5.  Closed fire or stove               -> [FUEL1] 
6.  Closed fire or stove with back boiler               -> [FUEL1] 
7.  Gas fire                              -> [HEAT1] 
8.  Range            -> [HEAT1] 
9.  Electric fire/heater              -> [HEAT1] 

10.  Dimplex radiators                          -> [HEAT1] 
11.  Paraffin heater          -> [HEAT1] 
12.  Super-ser type gas heater                                -> [HEAT1] 
13.  Electric storage heater    -> [HEAT1] 
14.  Other                      -> [HEATOTH] 
15.  None                                       -> [NITB1] 
 
[FUEL1]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which fuels you burn? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [FUEL1OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf) 
 
[FUEL1OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[RANK1FUEL]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which you burn most often? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [RANK1OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf) 
 
[RANK1OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[RANK2FUEL]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which you burn second most often? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [RANK2OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf)               | 8.  None  
 
[RANK2OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 



 
[RANK3FUEL]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which you burn third most often? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [RANK3OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf)                      | 8.  None 
 
[RANK3OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[HEAT1]  Do you use more than one method of heating?  
 
  1.  Yes 
  2.  No 
 
[HEAT2]   What is the secondary method of heating in your home?  
 

1.  Gas central heating           -> [NITB1]                                        
2.  Oil central heating    -> [NITB1] 
3.  Open fire         -> [FUEL2] 
4.  Open fire with back boiler          -> [FUEL2] 
5.  Closed fire or stove               -> [FUEL2] 
6.  Closed fire or stove with back boiler               -> [FUEL2] 
7.  Gas fire                              -> [NITB1] 
8.  Range            -> [NITB1] 
9.  Electric fire/heater              -> [NITB1] 

10.  Dimplex radiators                          -> [NITB1] 
11.  Paraffin heater          -> [NITB1] 
12.  Super-ser type gas heater                                -> [NITB1] 
13.  Electric storage heater    -> [NITB1] 
14.  Other                      -> [HEAT2OTH] 
15.  None                                       -> [NITB1] 
 
[FUEL2]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which fuels you burn? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [FUEL2OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf) 
 
[FUEL2OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[RANK4FUEL]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which you burn most often? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [RANK4OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf) 
 
[RANK4OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[RANK5FUEL]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which you burn second most often? 



 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [RANK5OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf)               | 8.  None  
 
[RANK5OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[RANK6FUEL]  SHOWCARD 
Could you look at this list of solid fuels and tell me which you burn third most often? 
 
1.  Ordinary household coal   | 5.  Wood (logs) 
2.  Smokeless coal            | 6.  Other wood products 
3.  Peat briquettes     | 7.  Other               -> [RANK6OTH] 
4.  Peat (sod peat or turf)                      | 8.  None 
 
[RANK6OTH]  Please specify the other type of solid fuel you burn. 
 
[HEATOFT]  If you burn sold fuel as your secondary method of heating, how often do you do this . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
  1.  Daily 
  2.  Evenings only 
  3.  Weekends only 
  4.  Winter months 
  5.  Special occasions only e.g. Christmas 
 
 
 
 

   DOMESTIC TOURISM – OVERNIGHT TRIPS 
 
 
 
[NITB1]  I am now going to ask some questions about overnight trips. Have you or anyone in your household 
returned from any trips in the last four weeks that involved staying away from home for one night or more? 
EXCLUDE CHILDREN AT BOARDING SCHOOL AND OVERNIGHT TRIPS TO DIVORCED/SEPARATED 
PARENT. DATES ARE FROM ****** TO ******* 
 
  1.  Yes  -> [NUMoTRIP] 
  2.  No    -> [NOTRIPSa] 
 
[NUMoTRIP]   How many of these overnight trips have member of your household taken? 1..20           
PLEASE ENTER A MAXIMUM OF 20 TRIPS 
 
[PERSON]  Now thinking about overnight trip XX, who went on this overnight trip? 
  
1.  Person 1 
2.  Person 2 
3.  Person 3 
4.  Person 4 
… 
17.  Other persons from outside the household       -> [PERSOTH] 
 
[PERSOTH]   How many people from outside this household went on the overnight trip? 1..199 
 



[PERSU16]   And how many of these people from outside the household were children under the age of 16? 0..199 
 
[COUNTRY]  Which country was this overnight trip to? 
FOR MULTI COUNTRY OVERNIGHT TRIPS WHICH ARE NOT CRUISES OR INTER RAIL TRIPS PLEASE 
ENTER THE COUNTRY THE RESPONDENT SPENDS MOST TIME IN ON THE TRIP 
  
1.  Northern Ireland    -> [NITB7ni] 
2.  Republic of Ireland    -> [NITB7roi] 
3.  England     -> [NITB7eng] 
4.  Scotland     -> [NITB7sco] 
5.  Wales     -> [NITB6] 
6.  Other part of the UK eg Channel Islands -> [NITB6] 
7.  Other part of the world   -> [NILK] 
8.  Multi country cruise trip   -> [CRUISE] 
9.  Multi country inter rail   -> [NITB6] 
 
[NILK]  Where country was this trip to? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT MAY 
HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND VICE 
VERSA": STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
 
[NITB7ni]  Where did you/they stay in Northern Ireland? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT MAY 
HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND VICE 
VERSA": STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
 
[NITB7roi]  Where did you/they stay in Republic Ireland? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT MAY 
HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND VICE 
VERSA": STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
 
[NITB7sco]  Where did you stay in Scotland? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT MAY 
HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND VICE 
VERSA: STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
 
[NITB7eng]  Where did you stay in England? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
IF LOCATION NOT AVAILABLE IN LIST, PROBE FOR NEAREST LOCATION THAT IS 
THE RESPONDENT MAY HAVE STATED THE TRIP IS TO NORTHERN IRELAND HOWEVER IT MAY 
HAVE INCLUDED AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AS WELL AND VICE 
VERSA: STRING[20] , NODONTKNOW, NOREFUSAL 
 
[CRUISE]   What was the destination of the cruise? 
 
1.   Mediterranean Cruise 
2.   Asia, Orient Cruise 
3.   The Americas Cruise 



4.   Australasia Cruise 
5.   Baltic Cruise 
6.   British Isles Cruise 
7.   Caribbean Cruise 
8.   Europe Cruise 
9.   Fjords and Iceland Cruise 
10.  Iberia and Canary Island Cruise 
11.  Middle East and Africa Cruise 
12.  Other Cruise    -> [CRUOTH] 
 
[CRUOTH]   What was the destination of the cruise? 
 
[NITB6]   Could you tell me the total nights you/they stayed overnight during this trip? 1..97 
 
[Retdte1]   On what date did you/they return from this overnight trip? 
DATE MUST LIE BETWEEN XXXXX AND XXXXXX 
 
[NITB4a]  SHOWCARD (MAIN REASON FOR THE TRIP) 
What was the main reason for this overnight trip?  
 
1.   Holiday/pleasure/leisure 
2.   Visiting friends or relatives  
3.   Professional/business 
4.   Other reason (pilgrimage, health treatment, other)  
 
 [NITB7e]  Which of the following best describes the type of destination of this trip? 
 
1.  City 
2.  Seaside 
3.  Countryside (including lakeside, river etc.) 
4.  Cruise ship 
5.  Mountains (highlands, hills, etc.) 
6.  Other 
 
[NITB8a]   SHOWCARD (ACCOMODATION TYPE) 
What type of accommodation did you/they stay in during the overnight trip? 
IF STAYED AT MORE THAN ONE ACCOMMODATION TYPE PROBE FOR ACCOMODATION STAYED 
AT LONGEST 
 
1.   Hotel/motel 
2.   Guest House/farm house/Bed and Breakfast 
3.   Campsites, caravan or trailer park (non residential) EXCLUDE STATIC CARAVAN 
4.   Self catering 
5.   Other rented accommodation 
6.   Own holiday home/second home INCLUDE STATIC CARAVAN 
7.   Accommodation provided free of charge by relatives or friends 
8.   Other non rented accommodation 
 
[NITB13a]  SHOWCARD (TRANSPORT TYPE) 
What form of transport did you/they use on the longest part of the journey from home to destination? By longest I 
mean by distance not by time. 
   
1.   Air (flight services, scheduled or charted or other air services)  
2.   Waterway (passenger lines and ferries, cruises, pleasure boat, rented vessel etc) 
3.   Railway 
4.   Bus or coach (scheduled or non scheduled) 



5.   Motor vehicle (private or rented) 
6.   Bicycle / on foot 
7.   Other (specify)    -> [NITB13ao] 
 
[NITB13ao]      Please specify other 
 
(ASKED IN 2017) 
[NITRANS]  How did you/they book your main means of transport? 
 
1.  Tour operator 
2.  Travel agency 
3.  Internet 
4.  Directly with service provider 
5.  No booking was needed 
6.  Other     -> [NITRANSoth] 
 
[NITRANSoth]      Please specify other 
 
(ASKED IN 2017) 
[NIACC]  How did you/they book your main means of transport? 
 
1.  Tour operator 
2.  Travel agency 
3.  Internet 
4.  Directly with service provider 
5.  No booking was needed 
6.  Other     -> [NIACCoth] 
 
[NITACCoth]      Please specify other 
 
(IF OVERNIGHT IN NORTHERN IRELAND) 
[NIACT]       SHOWCARD (ACTIVITIES) 
Did you participate in any of these activities or visit any of these attractions on your recent overnight trip in 
Northern Ireland? 
Examples of adventure activities would include Archery, Caving, Climbing, Coasteering & Bouldering, Diving, 
Gliding, Hang Gliding & Para Gliding, Kite Buggying, Kite Surfing, Microlight Flying, Orienteering, Paintball and 
Combat Games, Sailing, Skydiviing & Parachuting, Surfing, Zorbing, Hovercrafting, Waterskiing and 
Wakeboarding, Windsurfing:  
1.   Walking/Rambling with use of map/guide 
2.   Fishing 
3.   Golf 
4.   Canoeing 
5.   Cycling 
6.   Equestrian/Trekking 
7.   Adventure activities 
8.   Country/Forest parks 
9.   Gardens 
10. Beaches/Coastlines 
11. Wildlife 
12. Tracing roots/Genealogy 
13. Historic properties/Sites 
14. Museums/Art galleries 
15. Visitor centres 
16. Other visitor attraction 
17. Festival/Event 
18. Shopping 



19. City tours 
20. Going to pub/restaurant/nightclub 
21. Learning activities (e.g. cooking, photography, music, language) 
22. Any others       -> [NIACTo] 
23. None 
 
[NIACTo]  Please state what other activities you participated in. 
 
(IF NITB4a = PROFESSIONAL OR BUSINESS TRIP) 
[NIBUS]  Are you aware of the costs involved for this professional/business trip? 
 
1.  Yes 
2.  No        -> [NIBUSb] 
 
[NIBUSa]  How much was spent in total on the business trip?  0..999997 
 
[NIBUSb]  What costs did your employer cover  . . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1.  Flights/boats/trains/transfers/car/bus 
2.  Accommodation  
3.  Food drink 
4.  Tickets to events 
5.  Any other items? 
 
(IF NITB4a = HOLIDAY/PLEASURE/LEISURE OR VISITING FRIENDS OR RELATIVES) 
[NIPACK]  Was this a package or inclusive trip? 
 
1.  Yes 
2.  No        -> [NITB14b] 
 
[NIPACa]  How much was spent in total on the package trip?  0..999997 
 
[NIPACKb]  What did this £XXX cover  . . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1.  Flights/boats/trains/transfers/car/bus 
2.  Accommodation  
3.  Food drink 
4.  Tickets to events 
5.  Any other items? 
 
[NITB14b]     How much was spent on accommodation?   0..99997 
 
[NITB14c]     How much was spent on all travel costs during the trip? This refers to all bus/train/air fares, taxis, 
fuel etc : 0..99997 
 
[NITB14f]     How much was spent on food and drink during the trip? Also include spend on food drink bought to 
take on the trip.  0..99997 
 
(IF OVERNIGHT IN NORTHERN IRELAND) 
[NITB14e]     How much was spent on buying clothes? This refers to clothes purchased specifically beforehand for 
the trip or on the trip.  0..99997 
 
(IF OVERNIGHT IN NORTHERN IRELAND) 
[NITB14g]     How much was spent on other shopping?  0..99997 



 
(IF OVERNIGHT IN NORTHERN IRELAND) 
[NITB14h]     How much was spent on entertainment? This refers to things like theatre tickets, cinema, admission 
prices to an event/concert/place of interest (for example W5 or zoo). : 0..99997 
 
[NITB14i]      How much was spent on all other items?  0..99997 
 
[NITB14j]      So that means that a total cost of £XXX was spent in total for this trip. Does that sound about right? 
IF RESPONDENT SAYS NO GO BACK AND CHANGE THE COSTS:  (Yes) 
 
(NITB14i>200) 
[NITB14k]     How much if anything was spent on durables/valuables costing more than £200 on this trip? 
PLEASE ANSWER IN POUNDS STERLING 0..99997 
 
[NITB14Z]     How many people does the total cost of £XXXX cover 
NEED TO FIND OUT IF THE TOTAL COST (£XXX) IS THE COSTS FOR EVERYONE ON THE TRIP OR 
JUST THE RESPONDENT.  THERE WERE XX PEOPLE ON THE TRIP 1..197 
 
IF NITB1=NO OR COUNTRY <> NI 
[NOTRIPSa/b]     What is the main reason why your household did not take any overnight trips in Northern 
Ireland in the last 4 weeks? 
 
1.   Financial reasons (no money available for holiday trips, cannot afford to go on holiday) 
2.   Lack of free time due to family commitments 
3.   Lack of free time due to work or study commitments 
4.   Health reasons or reduced mobility 
5.   Prefer to stay at home, no motivation to travel 
6.   Safety 
7.   Other -> [NOTRIPSo] 
 
[NOTRIPSo]     Please specify other reason. 
 
 
 
 

HOUSEHOLD INTERNET ACCESS & CAR ACCESS  
 
 
[INET2]   We are now going to ask a couple of questions about Internet Access and Access to a car. Does your 
household have access to the internet at home? 
 
1.  Yes  -> [ACCESS] 
2.  No  -> [OWNCAR] 
 
[ACCESS]  How does your household access the internet from home? Is it a  . . . .    
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

       1. Mobile phone     
       2. Tablet    
       3. Computer/laptop   
       4. TV     
       5. Games console 
       6. Other?   -> [NETOTHER] 
 

[NETOTHER]  Please specify other method of internet access. 
 



[ACCESS2]  Does your household access the internet with a broadband connection? 
  
 1.  Yes 
 2.  No  
 
[LANDLINE]  Do you have a fixed telephone line (landline) in your home? 
 
 1.  Yes 
 2.  No  
 
[OWNCAR]  Is there a car or van normally available for use by you or any member of your household? 
INCLUDE ANY PROVIDED BY EMPLOYERS IF NORMALLY AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE USE. 
EXCLUDE ANY USED SOLELY FOR THE CARRIAGE OF GOODS. 
 
 1.  Yes 
 2.  No  
 
[MANYCARS]   How many cars/vans are available? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CHILDREN TRAVEL TO SCHOOL 

 
 
[INTRO]  I would now like to ask some questions about how the children in this household travel to and from 
school. 
 
ASKED OF EACH PERSON IN THE HOUSEHOLD AGED 4-19 
[C1]  Is CHILD at a primary or post-primary school? 
 

 1.     Primary school   -> [MODE] 
 2.     Post-primary school  -> [MODE] 
 3.     No longer at school  -> [DEintro] 
 4.     Not started school   -> [ENVIRON] 
 
[MODE]  SHOWCARD (MODES OF TRANSPORT) 
Which mode(s) of transport does CHILD normally use to get to and from school? 
(Please consider both journeys and include all modes of transport. If name walks PART of the way in conjunction 
with some other form of transport (e.g. walks to or from a bus stop or after being dropped off) only include walking 
if name has to walk for 10 minutes or more).  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.     Walking (all or part of the way) 
2.     Bicycle 
3.     Car/van 
4.     Bus 
5.     Train 
6.     Taxi 
7.     Other     -> [MODEOTH] 
 
[MODEOTH]  Please specify the other mode of transport 
 



[MAIN]  And which of these do you consider is CHILD's main mode of transport to and from school? 
(IF MORE THAN ONE MODE SELECT THE MODE WITH THE LONGEST JOURNEY) 
 
1.     Walking (all or part of the way) 
2.     Bicycle 
3.     Car/van 
4.     Bus 
5.     Train 
6.     Taxi 
7.     Other 
8.     Cannot distinguish - equal number of journeys made with different modes -> [MAINB] 
 
[MAINB]  Which modes have equal journeys made? 
 
1.     Walking (all or part of the way) 
2.     Bicycle 
3.     Car/van 
4.     Bus 
5.     Train 
6.     Taxi 
7.     Other 
 
ASKED IF WALKING IS MENTIONED AT MODE OF TRANSPORT TO SCHOOL 
[C2]   You mentioned previously that CHILD normally walks either to or from school.  Can I just check, is that 
walking all or part of the way to or from school? 

 
1.   All of the way 
2.   Part of the way 
 
[C3]  How many days per week does CHILD walk (all or part of the way) to school? 0..5 
 
[C3a]  How many days per week does CHILD walk (all or part of the way) home from school? 0..5 
 
[C5]  How long (in minutes) does CHILD spend in total walking to and from school on a daily basis? 1..180 
 
ASKED IF CYCLING IS MENTIONED AT MODE OF TRANSPORT TO SCHOOL 
[C4]   How many days per week does CHILD cycle to school? 0..5 
 
[C4a]  How many days per week does CHILD cycle home from school? 0..5 
 
[C6]  How long (in minutes) does CHILD spend in total cycling to and from school on a daily basis? 1..120 
 
ASKED ABOUT PERSON IN THE HOUSEHOLD WHO IS ATTENDING SCHOOL 
[C7]  How far is CHILD 's school (to the nearest whole mile) from your home? 0..90 
 
[C8]  Apart from any walking or cycling to or from school mentioned in previous questions, how much time  
per day on average does CHILD spend on exercise including other forms of walking or cycling and physical  
exercise such as running, football, dance, swimming, gymnastics etc . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1.     none 
2.     up to 30 minutes per day 
3.     30-60 minutes per day 
4.     more than 60 minutes per day? 

 
[SPORT12]  SHOW CARD (SPORTS OUTSIDE SCHOOL) 



In the last 12 months, which, if any, of the following sports has CHILD done outside of school? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
 1. Active games (e.g. skipping, rounders etc) | 22. Keep fit, aerobics, yoga, dance exercise  
 2. American football    | 23. Martial Arts 
 3. Angling/fishing    | 24. Motor sports 
 4. Athletics/ cross country      | 25. Rugby union or league 
 5. Basketball/netball/volleyball    | 26. Shooting 
 6. Boxing     | 27. Skateboarding/rollerblading 
 7. Canoeing/kayaking/rowing   | 28. Skiing 
 8. Cricket     | 29. Snooker, pool, billiards 
 9. Cycling     | 30. Swimming or diving 
10. Darts     | 31. Table tennis 
11. Football     | 32. Tennis/badminton/squash 
12. Gaelic football    | 33. Tenpin bowling 
13. Golf, pitch and putt, putting   | 34. Trampolining 
14. Gymnastics     | 35. Walking for Exercise/hill walking 
15. Hockey     | 36. Weight training/lifting/body building 
16. Ice hockey     | 37. Windsurfing/boardsailing 
17. Horse riding     | 38. Yachting or dinghy sailing 
18. Hurling/camogie     | 39. Any other sports  -> [SPOR12OTH] 
19. Ice skating     | 40. None 
20. Indoor/outdoor bowls         
 
[SPOR12OTH]  Please specify other sport. 
 
[SPORT4]  SHOW CARD (SPORTS OUTSIDE SCHOOL) 
In the last 4 weeks, which, if any, of the following sports has CHILD done outside of school? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
 1. Active games (e.g. skipping, rounders etc) | 22. Keep fit, aerobics, yoga, dance exercise  
 2. American football    | 23. Martial Arts 
 3. Angling/fishing    | 24. Motor sports 
 4. Athletics/ cross country      | 25. Rugby union or league 
 5. Basketball/netball/volleyball    | 26. Shooting 
 6. Boxing     | 27. Skateboarding/rollerblading 
 7. Canoeing/kayaking/rowing   | 28. Skiing 
 8. Cricket     | 29. Snooker, pool, billiards 
 9. Cycling     | 30. Swimming or diving 
10. Darts     | 31. Table tennis 
11. Football     | 32. Tennis/badminton/squash 
12. Gaelic football    | 33. Tenpin bowling 
13. Golf, pitch and putt, putting   | 34. Trampolining 
14. Gymnastics     | 35. Walking for Exercise/hill walking 
15. Hockey     | 36. Weight training/lifting/body building 
16. Ice hockey     | 37. Windsurfing/boardsailing 
17. Horse riding     | 38. Yachting or dinghy sailing 
18. Hurling/camogie     | 39. Any other sports  -> [SPOR4OTH] 
19. Ice skating     | 40. None 
20. Indoor/outdoor bowls         
 
[SPOR4OTH]  Please specify other sport. 
 
[ARTPART]  SHOWCARD (ART ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE SCHOOL) 
Which, if any, of the following ‘Arts’ activities has CHILD done or taken part in the last 12 months outside of 
school? 



CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1.  Danced (any kind, but not for fitness) 
2.  Sang (not karaoke) or played a musical instrument to an audience, including rehearsal for a performance 
3.  Played a musical instrument for own pleasure 
4.  Written music in free time 
5.  Written any stories or poetry in free time (not including school work or homework) 
6.  Performed in or rehearsed for a play/drama/pantomime/musical/ opera 
7.  Painting, drawing, sculpture or printmaking in free time (not including school work or homework) 
8.  Street arts (arts in every day surroundings like parks, streets and shopping centres) 
9.  Photography or made films/videos as an artistic activity (not including family or holiday photos, films or 

videos) 
10.  Any sort of crafts such as textiles, wood, pottery or jewellery making 
11.  Read for pleasure (not including school books, newspapers, magazines or comics) 
12.  Helped to organise or run a musical/festival/pantomime or show of any kind 
13.  Used a computer to create original artworks or animation 
14.  None of the above 

[ARTEVE]  SHOWCARD (ART EVENTS OUTSIDE SCHOOL) 
Which, if any, of the following ‘Arts’ events has CHILD attended in the last 12 months outside of school? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1.   Film at a cinema or other venue 
2.   Circus or carnival 
3.   Pantomime or musical 
4.   An Arts festival or Community festival 
5.   Play or drama at a theatre or other venue 
6.   Opera  
7.   Rock or pop music performance 
8.   Traditional or folk music performance 
9.   Classical or jazz music performance 
10. Other live music performance or concert 
11. Ballet 
12. Irish dancing performance 
13. Any other live dance event 
14. Poetry reading or storytelling/anything to do with books/writing 
15. Any type of event including art/photography/sculpture/video/ electronic arts/crafts       
16. Street arts (such as art in parks, busking) 
17. Museum 
18. None of the above 

[LIB]  SHOWCARD (LIBRARY SERVICE OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL) 
Please have a look at this showcard and tell me has CHILD used the public library service outside of school in the 
last 12 months to do any of the following? 
Public library service includes public libraries, mobile libraries, or the Libraries NI website – it does NOT include 
school libraries 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 

1. To borrow/bring back or renew books 
2. To borrow/bring back or renew DVDs, CDs 
3. To download eBooks/talking books 



4. To look up information 
5. To do homework or study 
6. To read books, comics or magazines 
7. To use the computer for Internet, e-mails, word processing, etc 
8. To search the library catalogue for books or look up online encyclopaedias 
9. To go to an activity (e.g. reading group) 
10. To use photocopier/printer/scanner 
11. To use other services (e.g. café, toilet, etc.) 
12. To meet friends 
13. Some other reason     -> [LIBOTH] 
14. None 

[LIBOTH] Please specify the other reason. 
 

[MUSEUM]  SHOWCARD (VISIT MUSEUMS) 
Which, if any, of the following places has CHILD visited outside of school in the last 12 months?  (Do not include 
any visits with school). 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
1. Ulster Museum, Belfast 
2. Ulster Folk & Transport Museum, Cultra 
3. Ulster American Folk Park, Omagh 
4. W5 at Odyssey Centre Belfast 
5. Armagh Planetarium 
6. Armagh County Museum 
7. Other museums or science centers in Northern Ireland -> [MUSOTH] 
8. None 
 
[MUSOTH] Please specify the other museum or science centre. 
 
[AFTSPOR]  SHOWCARD (SPORTS SCHOOL BASED EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITY) 
We would now like to ask a few questions about after school clubs or activities that CHILD may be involved in. In 
the last 12 months, which, if any, of the following sports has CHILD done as part of a school based extracurricular 
activity 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
 1. Active games (e.g. skipping, rounders etc) | 22. Keep fit, aerobics, yoga, dance exercise  
 2. American football    | 23. Martial Arts 
 3. Angling/fishing    | 24. Motor sports 
 4. Athletics/ cross country      | 25. Rugby union or league 
 5. Basketball/netball/volleyball    | 26. Shooting 
 6. Boxing     | 27. Skateboarding/rollerblading 
 7. Canoeing/kayaking/rowing   | 28. Skiing 
 8. Cricket     | 29. Snooker, pool, billiards 
 9. Cycling     | 30. Swimming or diving 
10. Darts     | 31. Table tennis 
11. Football     | 32. Tennis/badminton/squash 
12. Gaelic football    | 33. Tenpin bowling 
13. Golf, pitch and putt, putting   | 34. Trampolining 
14. Gymnastics     | 35. Walking for Exercise/hill walking 
15. Hockey     | 36. Weight training/lifting/body building 
16. Ice hockey     | 37. Windsurfing/boardsailing 
17. Horse riding     | 38. Yachting or dinghy sailing 
18. Hurling/camogie     | 39. Any other sports  -> [AFTSPOROTH] 



19. Ice skating     | 40. None 
20. Indoor/outdoor bowls         
 
[AFTSPOROTH]  Please specify other sport. 
 
[AFTART]  SHOWCARD (ART ACTIVITIES EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITY) 
Which, if any, of the following ‘Arts’ activities has CHILD done or taken part in in the last 12 months as part of a 
school based extracurricular activity? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

           1.   Danced (any kind, but not for fitness) 
2.  Sang (not karaoke) or played a musical instrument to an audience, including rehearsal for a performance 
3.  Played a musical instrument for own pleasure 
4.  Written music in free time 
5.  Written any stories or poetry in free time (not including school work or homework) 
6.  Performed in or rehearsed for a play/drama/pantomime/musical/ opera 
7.  Painting, drawing, sculpture or printmaking in free time (not including school work or homework) 
8.  Street arts (arts in every day surroundings like parks, streets and shopping centres) 
9.  Photography or made films/videos as an artistic activity (not including family or holiday photos, films or 

videos) 
10.  Any sort of crafts such as textiles, wood, pottery or jewellery making 
11.  Read for pleasure (not including school books, newspapers, magazines or comics) 
12.  Helped to organise or run a musical/festival/pantomime or show of any kind 
13.  Used a computer to create original artworks or animation 
14.  None of the above 

 

[SCHLIB]   Has CHILD used the public library service as part of a school activity in the last 12 months to do any 
of the following ... (Public library service includes public libraries, mobile libraries or the Libraries NI website 
(www.librariesni.org.uk) (it does NOT include school libraries)  

CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 

1. To borrow/bring back or renew books 
2. To borrow/bring back or renew DVDs, CDs 
3. To download eBooks/talking books 
4. To look up information 
5. To do homework or study 
6. To read books, comics or magazines 
7. To use the computer for Internet, e-mails, word processing, etc 
8. To search the library catalogue for books or look up online encyclopaedias 
9. To go to an activity (e.g. reading group) 
10. To use photocopier/printer/scanner 
11. To use other services (e.g. café, toilet, etc.) 
12. To meet friends 
13. Some other reason     -> [LIB2OTH] 
14. None 

[LIB2OTH] Please specify the other reason. 
 
[SCHMUS]   Which, if any, of the following places has CHILD visited as part of a school activity in the last 12 
months? 



CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 

1. Ulster Museum, Belfast 
2. Ulster Folk & Transport Museum, Cultra 
3. Ulster American Folk Park, Omagh 
4. W5 at Odyssey Centre Belfast 
5. Armagh Planetarium 
6. Armagh County Museum 
7. Other museums or science centers in Northern Ireland -> [MUS2OTH] 
8. None 
 
[MUS2OTH] Please specify the other museum or science centre. 

[DEintro]  I would now like to ask some questions about subject choices at school. When CHILD was  
choosing which subjects to take at GCSE / A level, did you discuss subject choices with them? 
 
1.  Yes     -> [DEPER] 
2.  No     -> [DECHIL] 
3.  CHILD hasn’t chosen subjects yet -> [DECAR] 
 
[DEPER]  What did you base your advice on? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.  CHILD’s personal interest in the subject 
2.  CHILD’s aptitude in subject  
3.  Career prospects/local labour market info 
4.  Further/higher education requirements 
5.  Subject teacher 
6.  Other     -> [DEPEROTH] 
 
[DEPEROTH]  Please specify what you based the other advice on. 
 
[DECHIL]  What did CHILD base their subject choices on? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.  Personal interest/aptitude 
2.  Career aspiration  
3.  Parental encouragement 
4.  Friends subject choices 
5.  Subject teacher 
6.  Advice from Careers teacher 
7.  Advice from independent Careers advisor     
8.  Local labour market info      
9.  Other     -> [DECHILOTH] 
 
[DECHILOTH]  Please specify. 
 
[DECAR]  Have you discussed/advised CHILD about possible careers? 
 
1.  Yes     -> [DECAREER] 
2.  No     -> [ENVIRON] 
 
[DECAREER]  What sources of information did you use to inform your discussion/advice? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.  Careers NI website 



2.  Information provided to you by the school 
3.  Information provided to you by Careers Service advisors 
4.  Local labour market info 
5.  Personal knowledge/experience/contacts 
6.  Other     -> [DECAROTH] 
 
[DECAROTH]  Please specify other sources of information. 
 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND ACTIONS TAKEN 
 
 
[ENVIRON] There is now considerable interest in the environment. We would like to know if you have any  
concerns about the environment in Northern Ireland. 

[CONCERN]  In general, how concerned, or not, are you personally about the environmental issues that impact on 
you? 
 

1. Very concerned 
2. Fairly concerned 
3. Not very concerned 
4. Not at all concerned 

 
[WORRY1] SHOWCARD (ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES) 
Could you look at this list of environmental problems and tell me which, if any, you think is the most  
important to you?  

 
1.       Pollution in rivers                       
2.       Pollution in bathing waters and beaches 
3.       Traffic exhaust fumes and urban smog     
4.       Loss of plants and animals in NI        
5.       Ozone layer depletion            
6.       Tropical forest destruction               
7.       Climate change                            
8.       Loss of trees and hedgerows in NI        
9.       Fumes and smoke from factories            

10.  Traffic congestion                        
11.  Use of pesticides, fertilisers etc       
12.  Acid rain                                
13.  Waste sent to landfill 
14.  Illegal dumping of waste                  
15.  Noise                                     
16.        Fracking 
17.        Litter 
18.  Other        -> [OWORRY]                         
19.  None of these                             

 
[WORRY2]  SHOWCARD (ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES) 
...and which is the second most important problem? 

 
[WORRY3]  SHOWCARD (ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES) 
...and which is the third most important problem? 

 



[OWORRY]  Please specify the other environmental issue. 
 
[PHRASE]  SHOWCARD (ENVIRONMENTAL PHRASES) 
Which, if any, any these phrases have you heard of?   
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.    Sustainable Development 
2.    Resource Efficiency 
3.    Biodiversity 
4.    Rethink Waste 
5.    Love food hate waste 
6.    3Rs – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
7.    Waste prevention 
8.    Energy recovery from waste 
9.    Landfill diversion 
10.  Zero waste 
11.  Circular economy 
12.  None   

                              
[ACTION]  SHOWCARD (ACTION TAKEN) 
Which, if any, of the following actions have you taken in the last 12 months? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
 1.  Cut down the amount of electricity/gas you (or your household) uses 
 2.  Cut down on use of water 
 3.  Deliberately used public transport\walked\cycled 
 4.  Cut down on the use of a car for short journeys 
 5.  Done things to encourage wildlife in your garden 
 6.  Bought items made from recycled material 
 7.  Decided not to buy a particular product because it had too much packaging 
 8.  Bought organically produced food 
 9.  Used low energy light bulbs in the home 
 10. Avoided food waste – shopping lists, proper storage, portion planning, use leftovers 
 11. Reduced the unwanted “junk” mail you receive 
 12. Avoided buying products you throw away 
 13. Donated unwanted or used items to charity shops 
 14. Reused plastic bags or used a reusable bag 
 15. Used rechargeable batteries 
 16. Used the kerbside collection service, local amenity sites or bring banks for recycling household and  
 garden waste 
 17. Bought clothes and items in charity shops 
 18. Used online services such as Freegle, Freecycle, Gumtree, eBay, etc to give away, buy or sell used items 
 19. Composted or used a wormery for garden and food waste 
 20. Used real nappies instead of disposable nappies 
 21. Reduced waste by giving family or friends a gift experience/certificate instead of a product 
 22. Hired tools or borrow from friends or family for odd jobs, rather than buying your own 
 23. I usually buy eco-friendly products and brands 
 24. I am a member of an environmental or conservation organisation 
 25. I volunteer to help care for the environment 
 26. I have signed a conservation petition or participated in an online/other conservation campaign 
 27. Brought back unused medicines to the pharmacy for disposal 
 28. Brought unused garden chemicals (or other toxic chemicals) to local recycling centre for disposal 
 29. Other      -> [ACTMO]                         
 30. None of the above  



 
[ACTMO]  What other actions have you taken? 
 
[ENVINFO]  SHOWCARD (ENVIRONMENTAL INFO) 
If you needed to get information on environmental issues where would you go? 
 

1. Local council 
2. Northern Ireland Environment Agency  
3. Department of the Environment 
4. Internet search 
5. Environmental Non Government Organisation (NGO) 
6. NI Direct 
7. Other     -> [ENVOTH]                         
8. None 

 
[ENVOTH]   Please specify other source of environmental information 
 
[ENDRCY]   That is the end of the environmental and household section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
[INTROI]   INTRODUCTION TO INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE 
 
That's the end of the household section. The next set of questions relate to a variety of topics. Since we all usually 
differ in our answers to these questions we like to ask them of each person in the household who is aged 16 and 
over. 

 
 

DOMESTIC TOURISM – TRIPS/OUTINGS 
 
[DNITBINT2]   The next few questions ask you about any occasions in the last 7 days between XXXX and XXXX 
when you took part in the following activities.  (Continue) 
 
[NUMTRIP]  SHOWCARD (ACTIVITY) 
How many trips or outings have you taken involving one or more of these activities in the last seven days, between 
XXXX and XXXX?  0..19 
IF A TRIP OR OUTING INVOLVED MORE THAN ONE OF THE ACTIVITIES LISTED JUST RECORD AS 
A SINGLE TRIP 
BY TRIP OR OUTING WE MEAN ANY TIME SPENT OUTSIDE OF YOUR HOUSE DOING ONE OR MORE 
OF THESE ACTIVITIES 
THIS COULD RANGE FROM VERY SHORT OUTINGS OF LESS THAN AN HOUR TO FULL DAYS OUT 
AND INCLUDES SHORT OUTINGS TAKEN DURING A HOLIDAY 
 
[DNITB1a]     SHOWCARD (ACTIVITY) 
Thinking about trip or outing XX, what activities did you take part in on this trip or outing? 
    
1.   Visited friends or family for leisure 
2.   ‘Special’ shopping items that you do not regularly buy 
3.   Went out for a meal 
4.   Went on a night out to a bar/pub/nightclub 
5.   Went out for entertainment – to a cinema, concert or theatre 
6.   Undertook outdoor leisure activities such as walking, cycling, golf etc 
7.   Took part in other leisure activities such as hobbies, evening classes etc (outside of your home) 
8.   Took part in sports, including exercise classes or going to the gym 
9.   Watched live sporting event (not on TV) 
10. Went to visitor attractions such as a historic house, garden, theme park, museum, zoo etc 
11. Attended a special public event such as festival, exhibition etc 
12. Attended a special event of a personal nature such as wedding, christening, graduation etc 
13. Went on days out to beauty/health centre/spa etc 
14. Went on general days out/to explore an area 
15. Went on day trips/excursions for another leisure purpose not listed above 
16. To attend a conference/exhibition/trade show/agricultural show 
17. Work away from the office 
 
[DNITB1b]  Was this day trip or outing made to the place where you live or somewhere else? 
PLACE WHERE I LIVE IS THE CITY, TOWN OR VILLAGE WHERE THE RESPONDENT LIVES 
   
1.   Place I live 
2.   Somewhere else 
 
[DNITB4]   How long did this trip or outing last in hours, from when you left your starting point to when you 
returned?  0..24 
RECORD IN WHOLE HOURS 
 
[DRetMth1]  On which date did you take this trip or outing? 



Possible dates lie between XXXX and today XXXXX  
 
[DNITB33]   SHOWCARD (HOW OFTEN TAKE TRIP) 
Which of the following best describes how often you take this trip or outing? 
 
1.   Very regularly 
2.   Quite regularly 
3.   Only occassionaly 
4.   Have only taken this trip once before 
5.   Last week was the first time I had taken this trip 
 
(DNITB1 = SOMEWHERE ELSE) 
[COUNTRY]   SHOWCARD (HOW OFTEN TAKE TRIP) 
Which of the following best describes how often you take this trip or outing? 
 
1.   Northern Ireland  -> [DNITBLOCni] 
2.   Republic of Ireland   -> [DNITBLOCroi] 
3.   England   -> [DNITBLOCeng] 
4.   Scotland    -> [DNITBLOCsco] 
5.   Wales   -> [DNITB3] 
6.   Other UK   -> [DNITB3] 
 
[DNITBLOCni]  What was the name of the main destination you visited during this trip or outing? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
 
[DNITBLOCroi]  What was the name of the main destination you visited during this trip or outing? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
 
[DNITBLOCsco]  What was the name of the main destination you visited during this trip or outing? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
 
[DNITBLOCeng]  What was the name of the main destination you visited during this trip or outing? 
TYPE THE FIRST 3 LETTERS OF THE PLACE TO BRING UP A LIST OF PLACES 
 
(COUNTRY = NORTHERN IRELAND) 
[DNITBvis]   SHOWCARD (VISITOR ATTRACTIONS) 
Could you have a look at this showcard and tell me if your trip or outing involved visiting any of these attractions? 
 

1. Giants Causeway 
2. Titanic Belfast 
3. Ulster Museum 
4. Derry’s Walls 
5. Murlough Nature Reserve 
6. W5 whowhatwherewhenwhy 
7. Pickie Fun Park 
8. Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge 
9. Belfast Zoo 
10. Oxford Island National Nature Reserve 
11. Ulster American Folk Park 
12. Ulster Folk and Transport Museum 
13. Castlewellen Forest Park 
14. Crawfordsburn Country Park  
15. Mount Stewart 
16. The Gobbins 
17. Other 
18. None 



 
[DNITBVISOTH]  Please specify the other visitor attraction.         
 
[DNITB3]   How far did you travel in miles to reach the main destination of your trip or outing, from your starting 
point and back again?  1..997 
 
(DNITB4 = 1 OR 2) 
[DNITB6]      I would like to ask you about your expenditure on this trip or outing. I would like you to include 
anything spent by you or anyone else for whom you paid. I want you to include any bills that were paid on your 
behalf if, for instance, it was a trip where another member of your family or your employer paid for anything on the 
trip. And I would also like you to include the cost of bookings paid in advance, other items bought specially for that 
trip and payments for bills received after you returned home. 
What was the total expenditure for this trip?  0..99997 
RECORD ANSWERS TO NEAREST £ STERLING. 
IF EUROS ASK RESPONDENT TO CONVERT TO STERLING 
 
(DNITB4 > 2) 
[DNITB6A]      How much money was spent on all travel costs during the trip? This refers to all bus/train/air fares, 
taxis, fuel, car hire etc.  0..9997 
PLEASE ENTER TO THE NEAREST POUND   
 
[DNITB6D]      How much money was spent on food and drink during this trip? 0..9997 
PLEASE ENTER TO THE NEAREST POUND  
 
[DNITB6G]      How much money was spent on all other items? 0..9997 
PLEASE ENTER TO THE NEAREST POUND   
 
[DNITB6CH]     So that means that a total cost of £XXX was spent in total. Does that sound about right? 
INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS NO GO BACK AND CHANGE THE COSTS:  (Yes) 
 
[DNITB6H]     How many people were in your party including yourself? 1..97 
 
[DNITB6I]      How many of your immediate party were children under the age of 16? 0..97 
 
[DNITB6Z]     How many people does the total cost of £XXX cover? 0..97 
NEED TO FIND OUT IF THE TOTAL COST OF £XXXX IS THE COSTS FOR EVERYONE ON THE TRIP 
OR JUST THE RESPONDENT 
 
[DNITBfood]  Are you aware that 2016 is Northern Ireland's Year of Food and Drink? 
 
1.  Yes 
2.  No 
 
[DNITBfood2]  To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about Northern Ireland's 
food and drink experiences? Northern Ireland has a range of speciality food markets  and/or food festivals/events 
that add to the enjoyment of a visit here. 
 

1. Strongly Agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither Agree or Disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly Disagree                   

 
[DNITBfood3]  Northern Ireland has a broad range of restaurants and bars offering quality food, creative menus 
and enjoyable atmospheres. 
 



1. Strongly Agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither Agree or Disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly Disagree     

 
[FLYNIROI]  Now thinking about the last 12 months, how many times have you flown (by airplane) where you 
departed from an airport in either Northern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland? 0..365 
 
(If FLYNIROI > 0) 
[AIRPORT]  Which airport did you depart from? 
 
1.   Belfast International Airport/ Aldergrove 
2.  George Best Belfast City Airport 
3.  City of Derry / Eglinton Airport 
4.  Dublin Airport 
5.  Other   [AIRPORTOTH] 
 
[AIRPORTOTH]  Please specify the other airport.  
 
[AIRWHY]  Why did you depart from XXXX (on this occasion)? 
 
1.  Proximity to home 
2.  Choice of route only available from airport 
3.  Cheaper flight 
4.  Travel agent organised / Package holiday 
5.  Work or business booked/organised the flight 
6.  Prefer the airport 
7.  Flight times 
8.  Other   [AIROTH] 
       
[AIROTH]  Please specify the other reason for departure from XXXX  
 
[AIRTRAV]  And how did you travel to the airport? Did you  . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1.  Drive and park at the airport 
2.  Drive and park off site 
3.  Get a lift in a taxi 
4.  Get a lift from a family member or friend 
5.  Take the bus 
6.  Take the train  
7.  or some other way?  [AIROTH] 
 
[AIRTRAVO]  Please specify other means of travel to the airport 
 
[AIRDEST]  What was the country of your final destination? 
IF PERSON FLEW TO GATWICK (LONDON) AND THEN ON TO MADRID THE FINAL DESTINATION 
WOULD BE SPAIN 
 
1.  England 
2.  Scotland 
3.  Wales 
4.  France 
5.  Republic of Ireland 
6.  Spain 



7.  Portugal 
8.  Turkey 
9.  Canary Islands 
10. Italy 
11. Germany 
12. Greece 
13. USA   [USOTH] 
14. Canada 
15. Croatia 
16. Malta 
17. Poland 
18. Lithuania 
19. Australia 
20. Other   [DESOTH] 
 
[DESOTH]  Please specify the other destination.  
 
[USOTH]  Could you tell me which state or city in America you travelled to?  
 
(AIRDEST >4) 
[HEATH]  Did you travel through any other airport(s) to reach your final destination?  
 

1. Yes  -> [HEATOTH] 
2. No  -> [AIREA] 

 
[HEATOTH]  What airport(s) did you travel through?  

1. Heathrow 
2. Gatwick 
3. Other  -> [HEATHO] 

 
[HEATHO]  Could you tell me the other airport you travelled through?  
 
[AIRREA]  What was the main reason for this trip? 
 
1.   Holiday/pleasure/leisure 
2.   Visiting friends or relatives  
3.   Professional/business 
4.   Other reason  [AIRREAO] 
 
[AIRREAO]  Please specify the other reason.  
 
 
 

SPORTS PARTICIPATION 
 

 
[DCALINT]  The next set of questions are about individuals’ experience of Culture, Arts and Leisure in Northern 
Ireland. 
 
[ANYYRPA]  SHOW CARD (SPORTS) 
I would like you to tell me if you have taken part in or played any of the following sports during the last 12 months 
that is since (XXXXX)  
Please do not count any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done. 
 
 1. Rugby Union or league   | 23. Tenpin bowling  



 2. American football    | 24. Swimming or diving 
 3. Football indoors (INC 5-A-SIDE)  | 25. Angling/fishing 
 4. Football outdoors (INC 5-A-SIDE  | 26. Yachting or dinghy sailing 
 5. Gaelic football    | 27. Canoeing 
 6. Camogie     | 28. Windsurfing/boardsailing 
 7. Hurling     | 29. Keepfit, aerobics, yoga, dance exercise 
 8. Cricket     | 30. Martial Arts (INCLUDE SELF DEFENCE) 
 9. Hockey     | 31. Weight training\lifting\body building 
10. Ice hockey     | 32. Gymnastics 
11. Netball     | 33. Snooker, pool, billiards 
12. Tennis     | 34. Ice skating (IF ROLLER EXCLUDE) 
13. Badminton     | 35. Darts 
14. Squash     | 36. Golf, pitch and putt, putting (EXCLUDE 
15. Basketball     |        CRAZY/MINIATURE GOLF) 
16. Table tennis     | 37. Skiing 
17. Track and field athletics   | 38. Horse riding (EXCLUDE POLO) 
18. Jogging     | 39. Motor sports 
19. Cycling for recreation   | 40. Shooting 
20. Walking for recreation   | 41. Boxing 
21. Indoor bowls    | 42. Other  -> [XOTHYPA] 
22. Outdoor (lawn) bowls   | 43. None of these  -> [SPCLUB] 
 
[XOTHYPA]  Please tell me what the other sport(s) or physical activity(s) were? 
 
[ANYYRPB]  SHOW CARD (SPORTS) 
I would like you to tell me if you have taken part in or played any of the following sports during the last 4 weeks 
that is since (XXXXX)  
Please do not count any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done. 
   
[XOTHYPB]  Please tell me what the other sport(s) or physical activity(s) were? 
 
[SPDAYA]  At the moment, how many days per week do you normally take part in sport? 0..7 
 
[SPHRS]  How much time per week would you normally take part in sport? 0..126 
PLEASE ENTER IN HOURS 
 
[SPMINS]   and how many minutes? 0..59 
 
IF NOT 43 NONE AT ANYYRPA 
[SPBENF]  SHOWCARD (BENEFITS FROM SPORTS) 
What benefits, if any, have you experienced as a result of your participation in sport over the past 12 months? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Learned new skills/ developed existing skills 
2. Developed leadership skills 
3. Developed skills as a team player 
4. Improved health 
5. Helped me gain a qualification 
6. Enabled me to communicate with family/ friends 
7. Developed my confidence 
8. Mixed with people of different background to myself 
9. Opportunities to make friends 
10. Keep Fit 
11. Lose Weight 
12. Have Fun 
13. Helped in getting a job 



14. Improved my feeling of well being 
15. Other  -> [SPBENOTH] 
16. No benefit 

 
[SPBENOTH] Please specify the other benefits 
 
[SPCLUB]  I would now like to ask you about sports clubs.  By this I mean sports clubs which cover one or 
more sports, as well as leisure centres and health clubs. 
Are you currently a member of any sports club or organisation? 
 

1. Yes  -> [SPORCLUB] 
2. No  -> [NOSPORA] 

 
[SPORCLUB] SHOWCARD (as in ANYYRPA) What sports do you play in these clubs or organisations?   
 
[CLUBOTH]  Please specify the other sport. 
 
[NOSPORA] SHOWCARD (PUT OFF TAKING PART IN SPORT) 
What things, if anything, put you off taking part in sport more? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. I get short of breath 
2. I'm not fit/ I get tired easily  
3. I'm not good at sport or physical activity 
4. I'm not interested in sport or physical activity 
5. I'm overweight 
6. I don’t have enough time/ I would rather do other things with my time 
7. It is difficult for me to get to places where I can do sport or physical activities 
8. The weather is bad 
9. I’m afraid of getting hurt or injured  
10. Taking part is expensive 
11. I find it embarrassing to exercise in front of others 
12. I find sport boring 
13. I have a medical condition/disability that restricts me taking part in sport 
14. I find it embarrassing to change in front of others 
15. I don't like the sports offered at school 
16. Because I have too much homework  
17. Something else -> [NOSPOROTH] 
18. Nothing 

 
[NOSPOROTH]  What else puts you off 
 
[SPSATIS]  Overall, how satisfied are you with sports provision in Northern Ireland? 
 
1.  Very satisfied       
2.  Fairly satisfied                 
3.  Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied                      
4.  Fairly dissatisfied  -> [SPDISS] 
5.  Very dissatisfied    -> [SPDISS] 
 
[SPDISS]  Why are you dissatisfied with sports provision 
in Northern Ireland? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Not enough sports facilities 
2. Poor quality sports facilities 



3. Poor access to sports facilities 
4. Poor range of sporting opportunities available 
5. Not enough focus on high performance sport 
6. Poor information on what is available 
7. Not enough opportunities for people with disabilities to participate 
8. Not enough opportunities for young people to participate 
9. Not enough opportunities for older people to participate 
10. Not enough opportunities for people in rural areas to participate 
11. Something else  -> [SPDISSOTH] 

 
[SPDISSOTH]  Please specify why you are dissatisfied with sports provision in Northern Ireland. 
 
 
 

USE OF PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES 
 
[LIBYEAR]  During the last 12 months, have you used the public library service at least once, e.g. visited a public 
library or mobile library; used the Libraries NI website; attended a library event outside a library)? (this does NOT 
include school, college, or university libraries) A library event outside a library is an event run by Libraries NI 
which has taken place in a venue other than a library) 
 

1.  Yes    -> ]LIBOFT] 
2.  No      -> ]LIBNOTUS] 

 
[LIBOFT]  How often did you use the public library service in the last 12 months? 
 

1. At least once a week 
2. Less often than once a week but at least once a month 
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times in the last 12 months 
4. Twice in the last 12 months 
5. Once in the last 12 months 

 
[GOLIB]  Why do you use the public library service (this does NOT include school, college or university 
libraries)? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY - DO NOT PROMPT 
 

1. To borrow / return / renew books 
2. To borrow / return / renew DVDs, CDs  
3. To download ebooks / audio books 
4. To download online magazines 
5. To look up information / do research 
6. To study / do homework 
7. To browse / read books / newspapers / magazines 
8. To use the computer for personal use (eg internet, emails, word processing, spreadsheets etc) 
9. To access online library resources 
10. To attend IT training taken by library staff 
11. To attend an activity / event / exhibition / programme of events 
12. To use photocopier/printer/scanner 
13. To use other facilities for example, café, toilet, meeting room 
14. Accompany children (e.g. to an event / activity or to exchange books, encourage them to read) 
15. To meet friends 
16. Other   -> [OTLIB] 

 
[OTLIB] Please specify the other reason. 
 



[WIFIUSE]  Have you used the free Wifi in a library? 
 

1. Yes   
2. No  

 
[ONLINEUSE]  SHOWCARD (ONLINE SERVICES) 
Which, if any, of the following online services have you used? 
 

1. Reserve a book 
2. Search the catalogue 
3. Renew a loan 
4. Download eBooks and audiobooks 
5. Download online magazines 
6. Access online resources for children (e.g. Stories from the Web, Britannica) 
7. Access reference materials, including Oxford Dictionaries, etc. 
8. Book a PC 
9. Subscribe to news 
10. None of the above  

 
[LIBBEN] SHOWCARD (LIBRARY BENEFITS) 
What benefits, if any, have you experienced as a result of using the public library service? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

 
1. Positive impact on my well-being 
2. Learned new skills / developed existing skills 
3. Improved my knowledge 
4. Helped me think about a future career 
5. Helped me with studies for school 
6. Improved health 
7. Helped me gain a qualification 
8. Helped me get information about other public services 
9. Enabled me to communicate with family / friends 
10. Developed my confidence 
11. I made new friends 
12. I had fun 
13. Helped me get a job 
14. Other     -> [LIBEXT] 
15. No benefit 
 
[LIBEXT]  Please specify 
 
[LIBNOTUS]  SHOWCARD (REASONS NOT USE LIBRARY) 
Could you please tell me the reasons why you did not use the Public Library Service in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Cannot read/write English / language barriers  
2. Poor eyesight  
3. Difficult to find the time  
4. Costs too much 
5. Feel uncomfortable or out of place  
6. Never occurred to me 
7. Not really interested  
8. Wouldn’t enjoy it     
9. No need to go 
10. Health isn’t good enough 
11. Lack of transport/Can’t easily get to it 

12. Not enough information on what is available 



13. Fines/charges are too high 
14. Poor book stock 
15. Buy or get bought all the books I need 
16. No tradition of use 
17. Inconvenient locations 
18. Inconvenient opening hours 
19. Use other sources of information 
20. Don’t Know 
21. Other     -> [LIBNOTSP] 

 
[LIBNOTSP]  Please specify 
 
[LIBSERV]  SHOWCARD (PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES) 
Which, if any, of the following services offered by the public library service are you aware of? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Borrow books 
2. Borrow DVDs, CDs 
3. Download eBooks / Audio books 
4. Download online magazines 
5. Look up information / do research (e.g. using books, journals, microfilms, etc.) 
6. Somewhere to study / do homework 
7. Somewhere to browse / read books, newspapers, magazines 
8. Use computers for personal use (e.g. internet, emails, word processing, spreadsheets, etc.) 
9. Access online library resources (e.g. library catalogue, Ancestry Library Edition, Britannica 

Encyclopaedia, etc.) 
10. IT training taken by library staff (e.g. one-to-one session, computer class, etc.) 
11. Activities / exhibitions / programme of events (e.g. talk, reading group, author visit, classes, local 

history events, etc.) 
12. Photocopying / printing / scanning 
13. Other     -> [OTHSERV] 

 
[OTHSERV]  Please specify 
 
[LIBOSAT] Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with public library provision in Northern Ireland? 
 

1.   Very satisfied 
2.   Fairly satisfied 
3.   Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
4.   Fairly dissatisfied  -> [LIBDISS] 
5.   Very dissatisfied   -> [LIBDISS] 
 

[LIBDISS] Why are you dissatisfied with library provision in Northern Ireland? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 

1. Too many libraries have closed 
2. Opening hours are not suitable 
3. Mobile visiting hours are not suitable 
4. Not enough services available online 
5. Poor selection of books 
6. Closest library is too far away 
7. Need more activities 
8. Don’t advertise activities well 
9. Bad personal experience 
10. Libraries are too noisy 
11. Libraries are too quiet 
12. Staff in libraries are not welcoming 
13. Something else  -> [LIBDISSOTH] 

 



[LIBDISSOTH] Please specify the other reason. 
 

 
 

USE OF MUSEUM SERVICES 
 
[MUSINTRO]  Have you ever been to a museum in Northern Ireland? 
 

1. Yes  -> [MUS12MTH] 
2. No   -> [SCICENTRE] 
 

[MUS12MTH]  SHOWCARD (MUSEUMS VISITED) 
Which, if any, of the following museums have you visited in the last 12 months?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
1. Ulster Museum, Belfast 
2. Ulster Folk & Transport Museum, Cultra 
3. Ulster American Folk Park, Omagh 
4. None of the above 
 
[MUSPEC]  SHOWCARD (MUSEUMS VISITED) 
Please tell me the name(s) of any other museums, if any, you have been to in Northern Ireland in the last 12 
months? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
5. Andrew Jackson & US Rangers Centre 25. Hezlett House  
6. Ardress House    26. Irish Linen Centre & Lisburn Museum 
7. The Argory     27. Inniskillings Museum 
8. Armagh County Museum   28. Limavady Museum, RVACC 
9. Armagh Public Library   29. Mid Antrim House 
10. Ballycastle Museum    30. Milford House Museum 
11. Ballymoney Museum    31. Mount Stewart 
12. Barn Museum    32. Newry & Mourne Museum 
13. Carrickfergus Museum               33. North Down Museum 
14. Castle Ward     34. Northern Ireland War Memorial 
15. Coleraine Museum    35. Police Museum  
16. Craigavon Museum Services   36. Railway Preservation Society of Ireland  
17. Down County Museum   37. Royal Irish Fusiliers Museum 
18. Downpatrick Railway Museum  38. Royal Ulster Rifles Museum 
19. F E McWilliam Gallery and Studio  39. Sentry Hill  
20. Fermanagh County Museum   40. Somme Museum 
21. Flame - the Gasworks Museum of Ireland 41. Springhill 
22. Florencecourt    42. Strabane Museum Service 
23. Garvagh Museum & Heritage Centre  43. Tower Museum 
24. Green Lane Museum    44. Some other museum not mentioned 

45. Can’t remember 
46. None of these 

 
[SCICENTRE]  Which, if any, of the following science centres have you visited in the last 12 months? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
1. W5 
2. Armagh Planetarium 
3. None of these 
 
[MUSOFT]  How often did you visit a museum or science centre in the last 12 months. Was it . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT  
 



1. At least once a week 
2. Less often than once a week but at least once a month 
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times in the last 12 months 
4. Twice in the last 12 months 
5. Once in the last 12 months? 

 
[MUSINTER]   SHOWCARD (MUSEUM REASON) 
What were your reasons for going to the museum(s) or science centre(s)?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
1.   To see a specific exhibition/display      
2.   Something to interest the children      
3.   To take part in a creative activity            
4.   To attend a cultural event            
5.  To attend a talk, seminar or workshop 
6.   As part of a group/tour 
7.   General interest in the subject of the museum/collection 
8.   Been before and wanted to go again 
9.   To meet friends/family 
10. Other   -> [MUSOTH] 
 
[MUSOTH]  Please specify.  
 

[MUSBEN] SHOWCARD (MUSEUM BENEFITS) 
What benefits, if any, have you experienced as a result of visiting a museum or science centre? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

 
1. Positive impact on my well-being 
2. Learned new skills / developed existing skills 
3. Improved my knowledge 
4. Helped me think about a future career 
5. Helped me with studies for school 
6. Improved health 
7. Helped me gain a qualification 
8. Enabled me to communicate with family / friends 
9. Developed my confidence 
10. I made new friends 
11. I had fun 
12. Helped me get a job 
13. Other   -> [MUSEXT]  
14. No benefit 

 
[MUSEXT]  Please specify 
 
IF NO MUSEUM OR SCIENCE CENTRE VISIT IN LAST 12 MONTHS 
[MUSBARR]  SHOWCARD (MUSEUM BARRIER) 
Are there any particular reasons why you didn’t visit any museum or science centre in the last 12 months? 
 

1. It costs too much 
2. Never occurred to me 
3. Not really interested 
4. My children go with the school 
5. My children do not want to go 
6. I feel uncomfortable or out of place 
7. I wouldn’t enjoy it 
8. No need to go 
9. Health isn’t good enough 
10. Poor access to buildings (e.g. no disabled ramps) 
11. Lack of transport/ I can’t easily get to it 
12. Not enough information on what is available 



13. It’s difficult to find the time 
14. Other    -> [MUSBOTH] 

 
[MUSBOTH]  Please specify other 
 
[MUSESATS] Overall, how satisfied are you with museum provision in Northern Ireland? 

 
1. Very satisfied                      
2. Fairly satisfied                   
3. Neither satisfied nor  dissatisfied                       
4. Fairly dissatisfied   -> [MUSDISS] 
5. Very dissatisfied                      -> [MUSDISS] 
 
[MUSDISS] Why are you dissatisfied with museum provision in Northern Ireland? 
 
1.   Exhibition never change      
2.   Need more activities for children       
3.   Need more interactive activities 
4.   Too expensive 
5.   Too far to travel 
6.   Don’t advertise activities well 
7.   Too few museums  
8.   Too many museums 
9.   Something else (specify) -> [MUSDISSOTH] 
 
[MUSDISSOTH]  Please specify.  
 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN ARTS ACTIVITES AND ARTS EVENTS 
 
 
[ARTINTRO]  SHOWCARD (ART ACTIVITIES) 
In the last 12 months have you done any of the following things listed below?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1. Ballet 
2. Other dance (not for fitness) 
3. Sang to an audience or rehearsed for a performance (not karaoke) 
4. Played a musical instrument to an audience or rehearse for a performance 
5. Played a musical instrument for own pleasure  
6. Written music 
7. Rehearsed or performed in play/drama  
8. Rehearsed or performed in opera/operetta 
9. Painting, drawing, printmaking or sculpture 
10. Photography as an artistic activity (not family or holiday snaps) 
11. Made films or videos as an artistic activity (not family or holiday) 
12. Used a computer to create original artworks or animation 
13. Textile crafts such as embroidery, crocheting or knitting 
14. Wood crafts such as wood turning, carving or furniture making 
15. Other crafts such as calligraphy, pottery or jewellery making 
16. Bought for yourself or have been bought any original works of art 
17. Bought for yourself or have been bought any original/handmade crafts such as pottery or jewellery  
18. Read for pleasure (not newspapers, magazines or comics) 
19. Bought for yourself or have been bought a novel, or book of stories, poetry or plays 
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20. Written any stories or plays 
21. Written any poetry 
22. Helped with the organisation or running of a festival or carnival 
23. None of the above 
 
[ARTANY]  SHOWCARD (ART EVENTS) 
In the last 12 months have you been to any of the events listed below? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.   Film at cinema or other venue 
2.   Exhibition or collection of art, photography or sculpture 
3.   Craft Exhibition (not a crafts market) 
4.   Event which included video or electronic art 
5.   Event connected with books or writing (such as poetry reading or storytelling) 
6.   Street Arts (such as art in parks, streets, shopping centers) 
7.   Circus 
8.   Carnival 
9.   An arts festival 
10. A community festival 
11. Play or drama 
12. Other theatre performance (such as musical or pantomime) 
13. Opera/operetta 
14. Classical music performance 
15. Rock or pop music performance 
16. Jazz performance 
17. Folk, or traditional or world music performance 
18. Other live music event 
19. Ballet 
20. An Irish dance performance 
21. Other dance event 
22. A museum 
23. None of the above 
 
[ARTFRE] - IF TAKEN PART IN ARTS ACTIVITY OR ATTENDED ARTS EVENT 
Thinking of your answers to the last two questions, how often in the last year have you taken part in arts 
activities or attended arts events? 
 
1.  At least once a week 
2.  Less often than once a week but at least once a month 
3.  Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year 
4.  Twice in the last 12 months 
5.  Once in the last 12 months 
 
 
[ARTBEN] - IF TAKEN PART IN ARTS ACTIVITY OR ATTENDED ARTS EVENT  
SHOWCARD (ART BENEFITS) 
What benefits, if any, have you experienced as a result of taking part in arts activities or attending arts events? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Positive impact on my well-being 
2. Learned new skills / developed existing skills 
3. Improved my knowledge 
4. Helped me think about a future career 
5. Helped me with studies for school 
6. Improved health 
7. Helped me gain a qualification 
8. Enabled me to communicate with family / friends 
9. Developed my confidence 
10. I made new friends 
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11. I had fun 
12. It gave me an opportunity to express myself 
13. I enjoyed being creative 
14. Helped me get a job 
15. Other   -> [ARTEXT] 
16. No benefit 

  
[ARTEXT]  Please specify 
 
[ARTBARR] SHOWCARD (ATTENDANCE BARRIERS) 
Do any of these things on this showcard prevent you from attending arts performances or events (more often)?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Performances and events are poor quality 
2. There is a lack of high profile performances 
3. The venues are of poor quality 
4. Access in and around venues is poor 
5. The venues are in unsafe places 
6. It's difficult to find the time 
7. It costs too much 
8. I'm not really interested 
9. I don't have anyone to go with 
10. I wouldn't enjoy it 
11. Not enough facilities close to where I live 
12. My health isn't good enough 
13. I might feel uncomfortable or out of place 
14. Lack of transport / I can't easily get to it 
15. Time of day of the events 
16. Events are not publicised enough 
17. I have family commitments 
18. Other     -> [ARTBARSP] 
19. Nothing prevents me 

 
[ARTBARSP]  Please specify 
 
[ARTSATIS]   Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with arts provision in Northern Ireland? 
 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied  -> [ARTDISS] 
5. Very dissatisfied        -> [ARTDISS] 

 
[ARTDISS] Why are you dissatisfied with arts provision? 
 
1.   Poor quality events      
2.   Poor variety of events       
3.   Not enough events 
4.   Not enough events in rural areas 
5.   Events not well advertised 
6.   Too expensive 
7.   Venues are poor 
8.   Access for people with disabilities is poor 
9.   Not enough opportunities for people with disabilities to participate 
10.  Not enough opportunities for young people to participate 
11.  Not enough opportunities for older people to participate 
12.  Something else (specify) -> [ARTDISSOTH] 
 
[ARTDISSOTH]  Please specify.  
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USE OF PRONI AND INLAND WATERWAYS 
 
[PRONI]  In the last 12 months, that is since (XXXX), how often, if at all have you been to the Public Record 
Office of Northern Ireland? 
 
1.  At least once a week 
2.  Less often than once a week but at least once a month 
3.  Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year 
4.  Twice in the last 12 months 
5.  Once in the last 12 months 
6.  Not at all in the 12 months 
 
[FISHY]  In the last 12 months, that is since (XXXX), how often, if at all, have you taken part in angling in 
Northern Ireland on any waters where a DCAL or Lough’s Agency permit was required? 
 
1.  At least once a week 
2.  Less often than once a week but at least once a month 
3.  Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year 
4.  Twice in the last 12 months 
5.  Once in the last 12 months 
6.  Not at all in the 12 months 
 
[WATER]  In the last 12 months, that is since (XXXXX), how often, if at all, have you been to any of Northern 
Ireland’s inland waterways -  rivers, lakes, canal towpaths etc, for sport, leisure or recreation? 
Examples of inland waterways include The lakelands, Lagan towpath, Lough Neagh. Exclude things like Bangor 
Marina. 
 
1.  At least once a week 
2.  Less often than once a week but at least once a month 
3.  Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year 
4.  Twice in the last 12 months 
5.  Once in the last 12 months 
6.  Not at all in the 12 months 
 
[OUTDOOR]  Now thinking about the last 12 months, how often, on average, have you spent your leisure time out 
of doors, away from your home? By out of doors we mean open spaces in and around town and cities, the coast and 
the countryside. This could be anything from a few minutes to all day. It may include time spent close to your 
home, further afield or while on holiday. However it does not include routine shopping trips or time spent in your 
own garden. 
 
1.   More than once per day 
2.   Every day 
3.   Several times a week 
4.   Once a week 
5.   Once or twice a month 
6.   Once every 2 to 3 months 
7.   Once or twice 
8.   Never 
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USE OF IRISH AND ULSTER-SCOTS LANGUAGES 
 
[LANGINT]  The next section is about Ulster-Scots and Irish languages. 
 
[ULSTER1]  SHOWCARD (ULSTER SCOTS ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATION) 
In the last 12 months, which, if any, of the Ulster-Scot’s cultural activities listed on this showcard have you 
participated in? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Ulster-Scots dancing 
2. Playing Ulster-Scots music 
3. An Ulster-Scots language class 
4. An Ulster-Scots history class 
5. An Ulster-Scots literature class 
6. Ulster-Scots drama activity 

7. Ulster-Scots parade 
8. Ulster-Scots band competition 
9. A festival celebrating Ulster-Scots 
10. Other   -> [ULST1OTH] 
11. None 

 
[ULST1OTH] Please describe this other activity 
 
[ULSTER2]  SHOWCARD (ULSTER SCOTS ACTIVITIES ATTENDANCE) 
In the last 12 months, which, if any, of the Ulster-Scot’s cultural events have you attended? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Ulster-Scots dancing 
2. Ulster-Scots parade 
3. Ulster-Scots concert 
4. Ulster-Scots lecture 
5. Ulster-Scots play 

6. Ulster-Scots band competition 
7. A festival celebrating Ulster-Scots 
8. Other    ->[ ULST2OTH] 
9. None 

 
[ULST2OTH] Please describe this other event 
 
[ULSTER3]   SHOWCARD (PREVENT FROM ATTENDING) 
Do any of these things prevent you from attending more Ulster-Scots events? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Performance and events are poor quality 
2. The venues are of poor quality 
3. It’s difficult to find the time 
4. It costs too much 
5. I’m not really interested 
6. I don’t have anyone to go with 

7. Not enough facilities close to where I live 
8. My health isn’t good enough 
9. I might feel uncomfortable or out of place 
10. Events are not publicised enough 
11. Other    -> [ULST3OTH] 
12. Nothing prevents me 

 
[ULST3OTH] Please specify other 
 
[IRISH1]  SHOWCARD (IRISH CULTURAL ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATION) 
In the last 12 months, which, if any, of the Irish cultural activities listed on this showcard have you participated in? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Irish dancing class (set, ceili) 
2. Playing traditional Irish music 
3. An Irish language class 
4. A class/activity on Irish names or placenames 
5. An Irish history class 
6. An Irish literature class 
7. An Irish drama activity 

8. A festival celebrating Irish language 
9. A féile 
10. An Irish language or music Feis 
11. Fleadh Cheoil 
12. Other    -> [IRIS1OTH] 
13. None  
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[IRIS1OTH]   Please describe this other activity 
 
[IRISH2]  SHOWCARD  (IRISH CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ATTENDANCE) 
In the last 12 months, which, if any, of the Irish cultural events have you attended? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Irish dancing 
2. Traditional Irish music concert 
3. Lecture on Irish 
4. Irish Play 
5. Festival celebrating Irish language 

6. A féile 
7. An Irish language or music Feis 
8. Fleadh Cheoil 
9. Other    -> [IRIS2OTH] 
10. None 

 
[IRIS2OTH]   Please describe this other event 
 
[IRISH3]  SHOWCARD (PREVENT FROM ATTENDING) 
Do any of these things prevent you from attending more Irish events? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1. Performance and events are poor quality 
2. The venues are of poor quality 
3. It’s difficult to find the time 
4. It costs too much 
5. I’m not really interested 
6. I don’t have anyone to go with 

7. Not enough facilities close to where I live 
8. My health isn’t good enough 
9. I might feel uncomfortable or out of place 
10. Events are not publicised enough 
11. Other    -> [IRIS3OTH] 
12. Nothing prevents me 

 
[IRIS3OTH]  Please specify other 
 
[ATTITUDE1]  How much do you understand about Ulster-Scots culture and traditions? 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Hardly anything 
4. Nothing at all 

 
[ATTITUDE2]  How much do you understand about Irish culture and traditions? 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Hardly anything 
4. Nothing at all 

 
[ATTITUDE3]  How much respect do you have for Ulster-Scots culture and traditions? 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Hardly any 
4. None at all 

 
[ATTITUDE4]  How much respect do you have for Irish culture and traditions? 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
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3. Hardly any 
4. None at all 

  
[LIOFAINT]  The Líofa campaign encourages people to make a personal pledge to improving their level of Irish 
and offers a range of practical support to Líofa participants such as on- line learning resources.  (Continue) 
 
[LIOFAAWARE]  Have you heard of Líofa? 

1. Yes  -> [LIOFAHEARD] 
2. No  -> [LIOFANOT] 

[LIOFAHEARD]  Have you signed up to Líofa?  
 

1. Yes 
2. No, but I would be interested in signing up 
3. No, I am learning Irish but do not want to sign up to Líofa 
4. No, I am already fluent in Irish 
5. No, I am not interested in learning Irish 

 [LIOFANOT]  Now that you know what Líofa is, would you be interested in signing up to it? 
1. Yes 
2. No, I am learning Irish but do not want to sign up to Líofa 
3. No, I am already fluent in Irish 
4. No, I am not interested in learning Irish 

[SPORTFIN]  That is the end of the section on Culture, Arts and Leisure in Northern Ireland. 
 
 
 

MOBILE PHONE OWNERSHIP 
 
[MOBILEP]  May I just check, do you have a mobile phone? 
(INTERVIEWER - RECORD YES IF RESPONDENT IS MAIN/ONLY USER)  
DO NOT INCLUDE CORDLESS PHONES 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 
 

 

INDIVIDUAL INTERNET ACCESS AND USAGE 
 
[NETINDV]  We have already asked you about your household’s access to the internet.  We would now like to 
know if YOU have access to the internet (for example at work as well as at home).  Do you have access to the 
internet? 
 

 1. Yes -> [INDAC] 
 2. No -> [NETNOT]  
 

[INDAC]  And do you yourself access the internet? 
 
1.Yes  -> [NETIACC] 
2. No  -> [NETNOT] 
 
[NETIACC]  In what ways can you access the Internet?  
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INTERVIEWER – PLEASE CODE IPAD AS A COMPUTER  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1. Through a computer at home   
2. Through a computer at work     
3. Through a computer at a library                
4. Through a Digital TV    
5. Through a mobile phone   
6. or in another way?   -> [NETIOTH]  
 
[NETIOTH] Please specify other access to the internet 
 
[NETFREQ]  In general, how often do you use the internet?   
READ OUT, CODE ONE ONLY 
 
  1. At least once a day               
  2. Several times a week              
  3. Once a week                       
  4. Several times a month             
  5. Once a month                      
  6. Less than once a month    
       
[NETNOT]  SHOWCARD (REASON DON’T USE INTERNET) 
Why do you not have access to or access the internet?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
 
   1. Lack of interest,                  │ 9. Poor opinion of internet,    
   2. Do not have a computer at home,   │10. Need to upgrade computer or software, 
   3. Lack of confidence or skill,      │11. Children may access inappropriate sites,  
   4. No-one in the household knows     │12. No need,  
      how to use it,                     │13. Feel too old,     
   5. Do not have access to equipment,               │14. Have not got round to it yet, 
   6. Cost of access to internet too high,  │15. Health problem makes it difficult     
   7. Cost of computer or software too high, │16. Other reason -> [NONETOTH] 
   8. Do not have time,                  │17. No specific reason 
 
[NONETOTH]  Please specify other reason. 
  
 
 

WELL BEING 
 
 
[WELLB1]  SHOWCARD (WELLBEING) 
I would like to ask some questions about your feelings on aspects of your life. There are no right or wrong answers.  
For each of these questions I'd like you to give an answer on a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 is not at all and 10 is 
completely.  Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays? 
                 
 (0)   Not at all  
 (1) 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 (4) 
 (5) 
 (6) 
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 (7) 
 (8) 
 (9) 
(10) Completely 
 
[WELLB2]  SHOWCARD (WELLBEING) 
Overall, to what extent do you feel that the things you do in your life are worthwhile? 
 
(0)   Not at all  
 (1) 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 (4) 
 (5) 
 (6) 
 (7) 
 (8) 
 (9) 
(10) Completely 
 
[WELLB3]  SHOWCARD (WELLBEING) 
Overall, how happy did you feel yesterday? 
 
(0)   Not at all  
 (1) 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 (4) 
 (5) 
 (6) 
 (7) 
 (8) 
 (9) 
(10) Completely 
 
[WELLB4]  SHOWCARD (WELLBEING) 
On a scale where 0 is 'not at all anxious' and 10 is 'completely anxious', overall how anxious did you feel 
yesterday? 
 
 (0)   Not at all  
 (1) 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 (4) 
 (5) 
 (6) 
 (7) 
 (8) 
 (9) 
(10) Completely anxious 
 
[SELF1]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
The next questions are about how you feel about your ability to cope with the challenges of daily life. I will read 
out some statements and I would like you to look at this showcard and tell me which answer comes closest to how 
you feel about each statement. I can always manage to solve difficult problems if I try hard enough. 
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1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[SELF2]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
I am confident that I could deal efficiently with unexpected events. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[SELF3]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
I can remain calm when facing difficulties because I can rely on my coping abilities. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[SELF4]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
When I am confronted with a problem, I can usually find several solutions. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[SELF5]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
No matter what comes my way, I'm usually able to handle it. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[CONTROL1]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
The following statements concern your beliefs about things that happen in everyday life. Looking at the same 
showcard could you please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. I am in control 
of my life. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[CONTROL2]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
If I take the right steps, I can avoid problems. 
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1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[CONTROL3]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
Most things that affect my life happen by accident. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[CONTROL4]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
If it's meant to be, I will be successful. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[CONTROL5]  SHOWCARD (CHALLENGES OF DAILY LIFE / EVERYDAYLIFE) 
I can only do what my people in my life want me to do. 
 
1.  Strongly disagree 
2.  Disagree 
3.  Neither agree or disagree 
4.  Agree 
5.  Strongly agree 
 
[TRUST]  I would now like to ask you a few questions about how much trust you have in the Northern Ireland 
Assembly. Please tell me if you tend to trust or tend to not trust the Northern Ireland Assembly? 
 
1.  Tend to trust 
2.  Tend not to trust 
 
[WELREL1]  SHOWCARD (FEELINGS) 
Next I would like to ask some questions about your feelings on aspects of your life. For the next two questions I'd 
like you to give an answer on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 means you are very dissatisfied and 10 means you are very 
satisfied. How satisfied are you with your family life? 
 
 (1)  Very Dissatisfied 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 (4) 
 (5) 
 (6) 
 (7) 
 (8) 
 (9) 
(10)  Very Satisfied 
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[WELREL2]  SHOWCARD (FEELINGS) 
How satisfied are you with your social life? 
 
 (1)  Very Dissatisfied 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 (4) 
 (5) 
 (6) 
 (7) 
 (8) 
 (9) 
(10)  Very Satisfied 
 
 
 

EDUCATION 
 
 
[STILLSCH]  I would like to ask you about the age at which you finished various stages of your education. 
 
 1. Still at school          -> [ANYQU]   
 2. Left school             -> [AGELEFT] 
 3. Never went to school -> [INVOLV] 
 
[AGELEFT]  How old were you when you left school (elementary, secondary or grammar)?     
 
[HOWOLD]  How old were you when you left full-time continuous education?   
NOTE: CODE 98 IF STILL ATTENDING 
 
[ANYQU]  Do you have any educational qualifications for which you received a certificate? 
 
1. Yes   -> [HIQUAF]   
2. No    -> [WHCQU]   
 
[WHCQU]  Do you have any professional, vocational or other qualifications for which you received a certificate? 
 
1. Yes   -> [HIQUAF]   
2. No    -> [INTROH]   
 
[HIQUAF]  Now thinking of your highest qualification, could you please select the highest level of any 
qualification that you have obtained, or its nearest equivalent, from this list? 
 
1. Higher degree and postgraduate qualifications 
2. First degree (including B.Ed, BSc, BA)  
3. Postgraduate Diplomas and Certificates (including PGCE) 
4. Professional qualifications at degree level e.g. graduate member of professional institute, chartered accountant or 
surveyor 
5. NVQ or SVQ level 4 or 5 
6. Diplomas in higher education & other higher education qualifications 
7. HNC, HND, Higher level BTEC 
8. Teaching qualifications for schools or further education (below Degree level standard) 
9. Nursing, or other medical qualifications not covered above (below Degree level standard) 
10. RSA higher diploma 
11. A level or equivalent 
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12. AS level 
13. SCE Higher, Scottish Certificate Sixth Year Studies or equivalent 
14. NVQ or SVQ level 3 
15. GNVQ Advanced or GSVQ level 3 
16. OND, ONC, BTEC National, SCOTVEC National Certificate 
17. City & Guilds advanced craft, Part III (& other names) 
18. RSA advanced diploma 
19. NVQ or SVQ level 2 
20. GNVQ intermediate or GSVQ level 2 
21. RSA Diploma 
22. City & Guilds Craft or Part II (& other names) 
23. BTEC, SCOTVEC first or general diploma 
24. O level or GCSE grade A-C, SCE Standard or Ordinary grades 1-3 
25. NVQ or SVQ level 1 
26. GNVQ Foundation level, GSVQ level 1 
27. GCSE or O level below grade C, SCE Standard or Ordinary below grade 3 
28. CSE below grade 1 
29. BTEC, SCOTVEC first or general certificate 
30. SCOTVEC modules 
31. RSA Stage I, II or III 
32. City and Guilds part I 
33. Junior certificate 
34. Other vocational or professional or foreign qualifications 
35. No qualifications 
 
 
 
 

GENERAL HEALTH 
 
[INTROH] The next questions are about health.  
 
[GENHEALT]  Over the last 12 months, would you say that your health has on the whole been good, fairly good 
or not good? 
 
1. Good 
2. Fairly good 
3. Not good 
 
[GENHEAL5]  How is your health in general? Would you say it was… 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1. Very Good 
2. Good 
3. Fair 
4. Bad 
5. Very Bad 
 
[HLONGILL] Do you have any physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting or expecting to last for 12 
months or more? 
 
1. Yes  -> [REDACT] 
2. No      -> [EVERSMOK] 
 
[REDACT]  Does your condition(s) or illness(es) reduce your ability to carry out day to day activities?  
RUNNING PROMPT 
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1. Yes, a lot  -> [REDDUR] 
2. Yes, a little    -> [REDDUR] 
3. Not at all  -> [EVEERSMOK] 
 
[REDDUR]  For how long has your ability to carry-out day-to-day activities been reduced? 
 
1. Less than six months 
2. Between six months and 12 months 
3. 12 months or more 
 
 

SMOKING 
 
 
[SMKATALL]  Do you smoke cigarettes at all nowadays? 
 
1.   Yes  -> [DRINKING SECTION] 
2.   No  -> [SMKREGUL] 
 
 
[SMKREGUL]  Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly? 
 
1. Yes       
2. No   
 
 
 

DRINKING ALCOHOL 
 
 
[DRINKNOW]  Do you ever drink alcohol nowadays, including drinks you brew or make at home? 
 
1. Yes  -> [DDINT] 
2. No  -> [DRINKANY] 
 
 
[TEETOTAL]  Have you always been a non-drinker, or did you stop drinking for some reason? 
 
1. Always a non-drinker -> [DDINT] 
2. Used to drink but stopped -> [DDINT] 

 
 
 

ROAD SAFETY 
 
 
[DDINT]  I am now going to ask you some questions on road safety. (Continue)   
 
[MODE]  May I check, do you drive? 
 
1. Yes    
2. No    
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[DD1]  Would you travel as a passenger in a car in which the driver has had one drink? 
 
1.  Yes   
2.  No   
 
[DD2]  Do you think that it is acceptable to drive after ONE drink (e.g. a pint of beer, one glass of wine or a 
measure of spirits? 
 
1.  Yes   
2.  No   
 
[DD3]  With regard to drinking and driving, do you think there are more police officers out on the roads now 
ensuring there are no drink drivers than in previous years . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1.  Yes   
2.  No, similar to previous years       
3.  No, fewer than previous years? 
 
[DD4]  Vehicle seizure is being considered as an option for serious road traffic offences.  Do you think that police 
should have the powers to seize vehicles in these circumstances? 
SERIOUS ROAD TRAFFIC OFFENCE MAY BE VIEWED AS DRINK, DRUG OR DANGEROUS DRIVING 
 

1.  Drink Driving 
2.  Drug Driving  
3.  Dangerous Driving 
4.  Driving without a licence 
5.  Driving without an MOT 
6.  Driving while disqualified 
7.  Driving using forged documentation 
8.  Providing police with false information 
9.  Vehicle taking & aggravated vehicle taking 
10.  Failure to stop and report a collision 
11.  Other  -> [DD4o] 
12.  In no instances should a vehicle be seized 

 
[DD4o]  Please specify other powers. 
 
[DD5]  The speed limit in built up areas is generally 30mph unless signed otherwise. Do you think that a lower 
speed limit of 20mph should be more widely used? 
 
1. Yes    
2. No    
 
[DD6]  SHOWCARD (SPEED LIMIT) 
Where do you think that the speed limit should be 20mph rather than 30 mph? 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

1.  In all built up areas 
2.  Outside Schools 
3.  On residential streets 
4.  On residential roads 
5.  On main roads 
6.  Where there are a lot of cyclists or pedestrians 
7.  Where children play 
8.  Other   -> [DD6o] 
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9.  Nowhere 
 
[DD6o]  Please specify where speed limit should be 20mph. 
 
(MODE = 1 (DRIVER)) 
[DD7]  SHOWCARD (TYPES OF ROAD) 
Have a look at this showcard and tell me on which of the following road types would you normally drive faster 
than the speed limit? 
IF CLARIFICATION IS ASKED FOR – ROADS IN A BUILT UP AREA ARE ROADS WITH A 40MPH 
SPEED LIMIT OR LESS. ROADS OUTSIDE A BUILT UP AREA ARE ROADS CLASSED AS ROADS WITH 
A 40MPH – 60MPH SPEED LIMIT 
 

1.  Roads in a built up area (urban type roads) 
2.  Roads outside a built up area (rural type roads) 
3.  Dual carriageways 
4.  Motorways 
5.  Never normally exceed the speed limit 

 
[DD8]  How likely or unlikely do you think it is that you would be stopped by the police if you are exceeding the 
speed limit? 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 

1.  Very Likely 
2.  Likely 
3.  Unlikely 
4.  Very Unlikely 

 
[DD9]  If you were drinking and driving do you think that it is likely that you would be stopped by the police? 
 
1.  Yes    
2.  No    
3.  Never drink and drive 
 
(MODE = 1 AND DRINK = 1) 
[DD10]  Would you normally drive after one drink e.g. a pint of beer, one glass of wine or a measure of spirits? 
 
1.  Yes    
2.  No    
 
[DD11]  Would you normally drive the morning after an evening on which you had been drinking 4 (for women) or 
5 (for men) or more alcoholic drinks? 
 
1.  Yes    
2.  No    
3.  I don’t drink that amount 
 
 
 

EMPLOYMENT 
 
[INTROWK]  I am going to ask you some questions about employment now. 
 
[PAIDWORK]  Did you do any paid work in the 7 days, either as an employee or as self-employed? 
IF ON GOVERNMENT TRAINING SCHEME CHOOSE “NO” 
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1. Yes   -> [MJOBINT] 
2. No   -> [ANYWORK] 
 
[ANYWORK]  Did you... RUNNING PROMPT 
 
 1. have a job or business you were away from   -> [MJOBINT]                    
 2. were you waiting to take up a job already obtained      -> [EVERWORK]             
 3. were you looking for work, or        -> [EVERWORK] 
 4. were you intending to look for work, but were prevented by temporary sickness or injury? -> [EVERWORK] 
 5. none of these       -> [EVERWORK] 
 6. Were you on a government training scheme    -> [EVERWORK] 
 
[EVRWORK]  May I just check, have you ever had a paid job or done any paid work? 
 
  1. Yes -> [MJOBINT]  
  2. No -> [UNPAIDO] 
 
[MJOBINT]  I would like to ask you now about your most recent job/main job at present/you were away 
from/waiting to take up. 
 
[PTIME]  In your (main) job were you working . . .  
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
 1. full time, or          
 2. part-time?  
 
[OCCUP]  What is/was you occupation? 
 
[TITLE]  What is/was your job title?  
 
[FULLY]  Please describe fully what you do/did 
 
[INDUST]  In which industry do/did you work? 
    
[EMPSEMP]  Are you/Were you.. RUNNING PROMPT 
 
 1. An employee -> [ESESTAT] 
 2. Self-employed -> [EMPOTH] 
 
[ESESTAT] ASK EMPLOYEES   
 
Are you /Were you... RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1. Manager 
2. Foreman / Supervisor 
3. Employee? 
 
[MANYEMP]  How many employees work(ed) in the establishment? 
 
 1. 1 - 5 employees            
 2. 6 - 10                          
 3. 11 - 24                         
 4. 25 - 49                                         
 5. 50 – 249 
 6. 249 – 499 
 7. 500 or more 
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[EMPOTH]  ASK SELF-EMPLOYED 
Are you working/Did you work on your own or do you/did you have employees? 
 
 1. on own/with partners but no employees  -> [OJOBINT] 
 2. with employees     -> [NUMEMP] 
 
[NUMEMP]  How many people do you/did you employ? 
 
1. 1 - 5 employees 
2. 6 - 24 employees 
3. 25 or more 
 
 

NOT WORKING 
 

 
[UNPAIDO]  Did you do any unpaid work in the seven days for any business that YOU own? 
 1. Yes   -> [LAST4WK] 
 2. No   -> [UNPAIDR] 
 
[UNPAIDR]  Did you do any unpaid work in the seven days for any business that a relative owns? 
 
 1. Yes   -> [LAST4WK] 
 2. No   -> [LAST4WK] 
 
[LAST4WK]  Thinking of the 4 weeks ending Sunday xxxxxx, were you looking for any kind of paid work or a 
place on a government training scheme at any time in those 4 weeks? 
 
1. Yes    -> [IFPLACE] 
2. No     -> [NREASON] 
 
[IFPLACE]  If a job or a place on a government scheme had been available in the week ending Sunday xxxxx, 
would you have been able to start in the next two weeks? 
 
1. Yes    -> [ACCINTRO]  
2. No     -> [NREASON] 

 
[NREASON]  What was the MAIN reason you did not seek any work in the last 4 weeks, or would not be able to 
start in the next 2 weeks? 
 
1. Student                                        
2. Looking after family/home        
3. Temporarily sick or injured      
4. Long-term sick or disabled        
5. Retired from paid work 
6. Other reason 
7. Waiting to take up job already obtained 
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ACCIDENTS/ILLNESS AT WORK 
 
 
 

[ACCINTRO]  The next set of questions are about accidents and illnesses at work. (Continue) 

[LAST12M]  Earlier in the interview you told me that you did not do any paid/unpaid work in the last 7 days. Can 
I just check, did you do any paid work in the last 12 months? 
 
1. Yes  
2. No   -> [CYCLE1] 

[ACCDNT] In the last 12 months have you ever had any accident resulting in injury at work or in the course of 
your work?  IF NEVER WORKED CODE NO 
 
1. Yes  
2. No  

[ILLWRK] Have you ever suffered from any illness, disability or other physical or mental problem that was 
caused or made worse by your job or work?  IF NEVER WORKED CODE NO 

 1. Yes  
 2. No   

 
 

CYCLE/WALK TO WORK 
 
 
[WALK1]  I am now going to ask a few questions about how you get to work. Do you normally walk any part of 
the way to or from work? By this I mean walking for at least 10 minutes. 
 
 1. Yes, I normally walk all of the way to work AND all of the way from work    -> [WALK2] 
 2. Yes, I normally walk all of the way to work OR all of the way from work i.e. one way  -> [WALK2] 
 3. Yes, I normally walk part of the way to work AND part of the way from work   -> [WALK2] 
 4. Yes, I normally walk part of the way to work OR part of the way from work i.e. one way -> [WALK2] 
 5. No            -> [CYCLE1] 
 6. Works from home          -> [BIKE1] 
 
[WALK2]  On average, how far, in miles do you walk to/from work in one direction? 
 
[WALK4]  On average, how many days per week do you walk to/from work? 
 
[CYCLE1] Do you normally cycle any part of the way to or from work? By this I mean cycling for at least 10 
minutes.  
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 1. Yes, I normally cycle all of the way to work AND all of the way from work    -> [CYCLE2] 
 2. Yes, I normally cycle all of the way to work OR all  of the way from work i.e. one way -> [CYCLE2] 
 3. Yes, I normally cycle part of the way to work AND part of the way from work   -> [CYCLE2] 
 4. Yes, I normally cycle part of the way to work OR part of the way from work i.e. one way -> [CYCLE2] 
 5. No            -> [BIKE1] 
 6. Works from home          -> [BIKE1] 
 
[CYCLE2]  On average, how far, in miles do you cycle to/from work in one direction? 
 
[CYCLE4]  On average, how many days per week do you cycle to/from work? 
 
[BIKE1]  And now I have a few questions about your attitude to cycling. Excluding exercise bikes, do you . . . 
RUNNING PROMPT 
 
1.  own a bicycle yourself       -> [BIKE2] 
2.  have use of a bicycle owned by someone else in the household  -> [BIKE2] 
3.  have use of a bicycle owned by someone else outside the household  -> [BIKE2] 
4.  or have no use of a bicycle? 
 
[BIKE2]   In the last 4 weeks, that is since ******* have you done any cycling? 
1.  Yes   -> [BIKE3] 
2.  No 
 
[BIKE3]   On how many days in the last 4 weeks have you cycled? 1..28 
 
[BIKE4]   SHOWCARD (Cycle reason) 
Could you look at SHOWCARD ** and tell me the reasons why you cycle?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
1.  I find it convenient (I live close to work/education/shops etc) 
2.  It is a cheap way to travel (there are no costs for fuel/car parking/bus or train fares) 
3.  I enjoy it 
4.  Environmental reasons 
5.  Exercise 
6.  It saves time (for example to avoid traffic jams) 
7.  I have no car 
8.  I cannot drive 
9.  I don't like using public transport 
10. There is no suitable public transport where I live 
11. I cycle with my children to ensure they are safe 
12. Other  -> [BIKER4oth] 
 
[BIKE4oth] Please specify the other reason for cycling 
 
[BIKE5]   SHOWCARD (Cycling attitude) 
Could you look at the statements on SHOWCARD ** and tell me which statement best describes your attitude to 
cycling? 
 
1.   I will ride my bicycle regardless of road conditions. I am a cyclist; cycling is a strong part of my identity 
2.   I am comfortable riding my bicycle and sharing the roadway with other vehicles. I could be attracted to more 
         regular cycling if the barriers on shorter trip distances continued to be addressed, for example, better bicycle 
         facilties (more cycle lanes, cycle paths, cycle priority at junctions) and better end of trip facilities (showers 
         at work, safe bike storage etc) 
3. I would like to use my bicycle more but I am afraid to cycle. I don't like the cars travelling at speed and I get 
          nervous thinking about what would happen to me on a bicycle when a car passes too closely and/or too fast. I 
          would cycle if I felt safer on the roads - if cars were slower and less frequent and if there were more quiet 
          streets with few cars and paths without any cars at all 
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4. I am not interested in cycling at all as I am not or simply have no interest 
 
[TLINK1]  SHOWCARD (Journey planner aware) 
I am now going to ask a few questions about public transport. Which of the following methods that can be used to 
plan journeys by public transport are you aware of? 
 
1.  Timetable - hard copy     -> [TLINK2] 
2.  Timetable - on Translink website    -> [TLINK2] 
3.  Translink call centre      -> [TLINK2] 
4.  Translink journey planner - personal computer/laptop  -> [TLINK2] 
5.  Translink journey planner - mobile app   -> [TLINK2] 
6.  None       -> [INTROB] 
                
[TLINK2] SHOWCARD (Plan your journey) 
Do you use any of these methods to plan any of your journeys by public transport? 
 
1.  Yes     -> [TLINK3] 
2.  No     -> [INTROB] 
3.  I don't use public transport  -> [INTROB] 
 
[TLINK3] SHOWCARD (Plan your journey) 
Which of these methods do you use to plan your journeys by public transport? 
 
1.  Timetable - hard copy 
2.  Timetable - on Translink website 
3.  Translink call centre 
4.  Translink journey planner - personal computer/laptop 
5.  Translink journey planner - mobile app 
6.  Other    -> [TLINK3oth] 
                
[TLINK3oth]  Please specify the other method 
 
[TLINK4]   IF MORE THAN ONE OPTION SELECTED AT TLINK3   SHOWCARD (Plan your journey) 
And which one of these methods do you use most often? 
 
1.  Timetable - hard copy 
2.  Timetable - on Translink website 
3.  Translink call centre 
4.  Translink journey planner - personal computer/laptop 
5.  Translink journey planner - mobile app 
6.  Other    -> [TLINK4oth] 
 
[TLINK4oth]    Please specify the other method 
 
 
 

BENEFITS 
 
 
[INTROB]  I am now going to ask about any benefits and tax credits that you may receive. This information is 
used for statistical purposes only and is not shared with anyone else in any way which can be associated with you 
or your address. 
(Continue) 
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[BENE]  SHOWCARD (BENEFITS/TAX CREDITS) 
Looking at this list of benefits and tax credits could you tell me which, if any, of the benefits or tax credits are you 
at present receiving in your own right that is where you are the named recipient? CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
 1.  Income support                       
 2.  Pension credit                  
 3.  Housing benefit   
 4.  Retirement pension or old persons pension 
 5.  Jobseekers allowance 
 6.  Incapacity benefit 
 7.  Disability benefits (attendance/carers/severe disablement allowance, DLA care/mobility component, war  

disablement pension) 
 8.  Child benefit 
 9.  Employment Support Allowance (ESA) 
10.  Working tax credit 
11.  Child tax credit 
12.  Other   -> [BENEOTH] 
13.  None of these 
 
[BENEOTH]  Please specify the other benefit/tax credit 
 
 
 
 
 

RELIGION, SEXUAL IDENTITY, NATIONAL IDENTITY, DEPENDANTS 
 
 
[RELQ2]  What is your religion? 
 
1.  No Religion                                                      
2.  Catholic 
3.  Presbyterian                 
4.  Church of Ireland                
5.  Methodist                 
6.  Baptist                 
7.  Free Presbyterian                
8.  Brethren                                                                        
9.  Protestant - not specified                                   
10.  Christian - not specified 
11.  Buddhist 
12.  Hindu 
13.  Jewish 
14.  Muslim 
15.  Sikh 
16.  Any other religion  -> [RELQ2TOT]  
 
[RELQ2OT]  Please describe other religion. 
 
[RELQ3]  Do you consider that you are actively practising your religion? 
 
1. Yes  
2. No   
 
[NATIND] How would you describe your national identity?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
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 1.  British                                         
 2.  Irish                                          
 3.  Northern Irish           
 4.  English               
 5.  Scottish    
 6. Welsh 
 7. Other -> [NATINDO] 
 
[NATINDO]  Please describe other national identity? 
 
[SIDFTFQN]  SHOWCARD  
Which of the options on this card best describes how you think of yourself? 
Please just read out the number next to the description. 
 
1. Heterosexual/straight 
2. Gay/Lesbian 
3. Bisexual 
4. Other 
 
[DEPEND1]  Do you have responsibility for the care of a child? 
 
1. Yes  
2. No   
 
[DEPEND2]  Do you have responsibility for the care of a person with a disability? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
 
[DEPEND3]  Do you have responsibility for the care of a dependant elderly person? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
 
IF DEPEND1, 2 or 3 =YES 
[DEPEND4]  How many people in total do you have care responsibility for? 
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